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The benefits of integrating artificial intelligence (AI) into the healthcare ecosystem are undeniable,† and investment from healthcare 
organizations is increasing at a fast pace. Yet few organizations have settled on any one AI vendor as their go-forward choice—most use a 
hodgepodge of solutions to meet their needs. In this report, KLAS examines the recent AI purchase decisions of 47 organizations to determine 
which vendors are being considered and chosen, which are being replaced, and why provider and payer organizations choose the AI solutions 
they do (technology? service? healthcare expertise?). Additionally, we share customer satisfaction data from current users of ClosedLoop.ai, 
DataRobot, Epic, Health Catalyst, Jvion, and KenSci and examine healthcare’s perceptions of the cross-industry AI giants—Amazon, Google, IBM, 
and Microsoft.

most frequently reported use cases. Still maturing, the solution may not be a good option for Epic organizations that aren’t prepared to operationalize 
models and drive outcomes on their own. Customers feel implementations and support have improved in response to their feedback, and all plan to 
keep the solution long term.

Fewer than 10 customers (most in pilot phases) are live with HealtheDataLab, Cerner’s machine learning (ML) platform, which customers can use to 
build and deploy their own algorithms (the platform does not come with prebuilt models). The data is fed through HealtheIntent. The platform is still 
early and receives little consideration. Those who do look at it are mostly Cerner EMR customers—they report interest in the ability to customize their 
own models and ingest non-Cerner data.

For more information on the AI offerings of EMR vendors, please see “Healthcare EMR AI 2020: A Closer Look at EMR Offerings.” 

Investment Continues but Results 
Slower Than Expected 

Jvion Has High Market Visibility & Purchase Consideration, Struggles to Deliver; 
Epic Growing Fast, with Embedded Workflows an Advantage

Overall Performance vs. Consideration Rate

Percent of purchase decisions in which vendor was considered (100-percent scale) (n=47)

Overall performance score (100-point scale) (n=68)
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† For details about how KLAS defines AI in healthcare, see “Healthcare AI 2019: Actualizing the Potential of Artificial Intelligence.”

Health Catalyst

KenSci

One of the earliest companies to the 
healthcare AI market, Jvion has high 
visibility and one of the largest client bases. 
Potential customers are drawn to Jvion’s 
technology, expertise, healthcare-specific 
vectors, and ability to prescriptively 
suggest interventions to improve patient 
outcomes. Satisfaction among current 
clients has declined since last year, with 
nearly a quarter of respondents reporting 
overall dissatisfaction. These clients say 
that despite excellent efforts from Jvion 
executives, it has taken longer than 
expected to achieve results and has been 
challenging to realize an ROI.

Epic Cognitive Computing is the most 
widely adopted EMR AI solution and the 
only one with enough live customers 
for satisfaction data to be shared. Used 
solely by Epic EMR customers, it is often 
selected for its workflow integration and 
easy access to EMR data. Epic’s AI models 
are used most heavily in clinical areas, 
with readmission and sepsis prediction the 

Limited data

https://klasresearch.com/report/healthcare-emr-ai-2020/1671
https://klasresearch.com/report/healthcare-ai-2019/1291
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KenSci Client Satisfaction Remains High; Health Catalyst and DataRobot See Decrease

KenSci, DataRobot, and Health Catalyst all offer ML platforms that enable customers to produce their own algorithms and models; KenSci also offers 
healthcare-specific models in clinical and operational areas. Customer satisfaction for all three vendors comes from a limited sampling of customers.

Organizations that considered KenSci cite the vendor’s AI expertise, partnership, and healthcare-specific models as well as the flexibility to build their 
own models as key factors in their consideration. Those who ended up selecting other vendors felt KenSci wasn’t mature enough or lacked specific 
functionality they needed. Existing clients are overall very satisfied, although several note that both they and KenSci are still in the learning stage. 
They are optimistic about the future and look forward to receiving new dashboard functionality and expanding adoption within their organizations.

Potential DataRobot customers point to the vendor’s partnership and tools (e.g., automated ML platform, API capabilities, and ease of use) as 
strengths. A few feel DataRobot lacks some functionality an end-to-end platform should provide. Most current customers are satisfied, highlighting 
DataRobot’s training, technical support, and expertise. Satisfaction has dropped over the last year, due mainly to the platform’s incompleteness, 
which costs customers time and manual work for things like data preparation, model production and deployment, and performance improvement. 
Customers also report concern about DataRobot’s lack of healthcare expertise.

Health Catalyst is transitioning their healthcare.ai product from being free, open-source R/Python software to offering more comprehensive data 
science services and embedded data science software. Feedback in this report comes from customers of both the free software and the software-
plus-services offering. Satisfaction among current customers is weak, with four of seven respondents reporting dissatisfaction (overall score below 
70). These customers appreciate the vendor relationship but describe the product as immature and requiring significant co-development effort. Even 
satisfied clients are looking for more AI capabilities and a better ROI.

Healthcare AI Purchase Decisions Overall Performance Score 1-Year Trend (100-point scale)

ConsideredBeing replaced

Up for replacement but 
still being considered

The data set below represents the AI purchase decisions of 47 organizations. 
Data was collected over the last 18 months.
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Note: Chart includes only those vendors with 
customer satisfaction feedback from six or more 
unique customer organizations. Trending data not 
available for ClosedLoop.ai and Epic as they were 
not measured in last year’s report.

Expertise and Partnership Top Decision Drivers, as Exemplified by 
Newcomer ClosedLoop.ai
The top factor driving purchase decisions in healthcare AI is expertise (i.e., healthcare-specific knowledge as well as ML and data science expertise). 
Offering a data science/ML platform and catalog of prebuilt models, healthcare-dedicated newcomer ClosedLoop.ai focuses on population health 
management, risk adjustment, and quality improvement. Though considered in just six decisions (13%), the vendor was selected in five. These 
customers cite strong healthcare expertise and ClosedLoop’s ML Content Library (which includes customizable model templates and resusable 
predictive features) as significant factors in their decision. Many clients highlight the fact that the predictive features are explainable, which makes 
for easier end-user adoption. All current customers interviewed are satisfied or highly satisfied, reporting strong partnership, collaboration, and 
responsiveness. Some would like better training. Consideration of Medial EarlySign, another healthcare-dedicated vendor with strong expertise, 
is on the rise. The vendor offers consulting services, a library of prebuilt content (AlgoMarkers), pattern-recognition algorithms that evaluate patient 
data and determine disease risk, and predictive and prescriptive data outputs to help influence decision-making. Medial EarlySign’s client base is 
small, and while customer satisfaction data is currently too limited for specific details to be shared, the three interviewed customers had only positive 
feedback to report.
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Cross-Industry AI Giants Perceived as Average Overall—Microsoft Seen as the 
Strongest, While IBM Trails

Amazon is gaining mindshare in healthcare, and adoption of their 
AWS cloud services—into which Comprehend, SageMaker, and other 
AI tools are integrated—is on the rise. Amazon has a track record 
of success and a solid reputation of being innovative and adaptive 
but is viewed as lacking a nuanced understanding of healthcare. 
Additionally, respondents are unclear what Amazon’s healthcare and 
AI development strategies are, and there is skepticism about Amazon’s 
ability to integrate operationally.

IBM Watson Health—one of the more widely known AI technologies 
in healthcare—has the most comprehensive store of indexed medical 
publications in the industry and offers NLP for extracting drug-database 
prescription information. IBM has had a longer history in healthcare 
AI; however, real outcomes have been slow to materialize in this time 
frame, contributing to almost half of respondents viewing IBM’s AI 
offerings as weak. These respondents feel IBM’s marketing outpaces 
their delivery. Many respondents who have worked with IBM in the past 
report that good technology and sometimes-satisfactory results are 
dampened by overpromising, insufficient support, or low value.

Reasons Vendor Was Selected Reasons Vendor Was Not Selected

Perceived Strength of Healthcare AI Offering
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All vendors combined (n=90 reasons)

Other reasons for win (mentioned by <6% of respondents): executive involvement, 
implementation, incumbent vendor, innovation, pre-sales demo, prior relationship, product 
flexibility, product maturity, product quality, user experience, and value.

Other reasons for not choosing (mentioned by <6% of respondents): 
consolidation, facility too small, integration, pre-sales demo, product flexibility, reputation, 
sales team, and technology.

All vendors combined  (n=38 reasons)

(n=37 organizations; includes both customers and non-customers)

Weak to very weakAverageStrong to very strong
The large cross-industry AI giants—Amazon, Google, IBM, and 
Microsoft—are growing their AI investments and partnerships in 
healthcare, generating increased interest from payer and provider 
organizations. Of the four, IBM receives the most considerations 
but is the only one not actually selected in any of the 47 purchase 
decisions included in this research—organizations passed on IBM due 
to skepticism about outcomes as well as concerns about cost and 
over-marketing.

Despite the increased interest in these vendors, customer satisfaction 
data is currently limited. Therefore, KLAS gathered perceptions from 
payer and provider organizations—some customers, some not—on 
the strength of each vendor’s AI solution. Some respondents felt 
it was too early even to share perceptions, but those that could 
reported average strength overall—in general, organizations are 
intrigued by the vendors’ AI technology and expertise but worry about 
their relative inexperience in healthcare, the fact that their solutions 
reside in the cloud (an area that healthcare organizations are just 
getting into), and the burden of integrating the tools into workflows.

Half of respondents who shared perceptions of Microsoft feel the 
vendor has a strong healthcare AI offering. Highlighting Microsoft’s 
healthcare partnerships (e.g., Microsoft Azure is leveraged by Epic, 
Health Catalyst, Jvion, and KenSci), organizations feel Microsoft has 
more healthcare expertise than the other cross-industry vendors. 
Azure’s AI infrastructure and platform are integrated with other highly 
adopted Microsoft products, such as Office 365 and Teams, and 
respondents note that Microsoft seems to have better security and 
a strong data-protection guarantee. Respondents with less positive 
perceptions report slow responses, a complicated contracting 
process, and a tendency to overpromise and underdeliver.

Google is noted for advanced capabilities that enable customers to 
create and develop core algorithms capable of impacting patient 
outcomes, but they are not viewed as having a strong platform. 
Google also stands out for the quantity of open-source information 
they have created that is used in data science. However, Google is 
less well known in healthcare, and respondents feel they would have 
trouble trusting Google with their data.

Healthcare Mindshare Low for Other Cross-Industry AI Vendors
Other cross-industry AI vendors like Dataiku, dotData, H20.ai, SAS, 
and Symphony AyasdiAI have high mindshare in other industries 
but seem to lack traction in healthcare. While payer and provider 
organizations are often aware of these vendors, they do not frequently 
consider them in AI purchase decisions (see purchase decisions chart 
on previous page).
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Insights on the AI Purchase Decision Process

AI in Imaging: Where Is the Market Going?

Insights on Enterprise-Wide AI Plans

Imaging is a critical AI and ML use case in healthcare, and vendors and healthcare organizations alike are focusing increased attention on AI that can 
improve diagnosis processes, develop treatment protocols, and personalize patient care, among other use cases. In March 2020, KLAS published 
research on imaging AI perceptions; that report explored healthcare organizations’ plans for growth in this area as well as their perceptions of which 
vendors would be best positioned to help. We now have very early data on three purpose-built, FDA-approved imaging AI vendors who are emerging 
as early leaders and are popping up in KLAS’ Decision Insights data—Aidoc, Viz.ai, and Zebra Medical Vision.

Founded in 2016, Aidoc is perceived as a fast mover who is ahead of the game with multiple algorithms that have been FDA approved and adopted 
by a wide range of healthcare organizations, including teleradiology providers, imaging centers, inpatient hospitals, and outpatient clinics. Customers 
say the Aidoc solution is vendor agnostic and embedded in their PACS and workflows. Aidoc’s vendor partners include Agfa HealthCare, Change 
Healthcare, Fujifilm, GE Healthcare, Medicalis, MModal, Nuance, Philips, Sectra, and Visage Imaging.

Viz.ai’s FDA-approved stroke algorithm uses machine learning to quickly process images and diagnose stroke patients. The vendor’s platform 
is mobile enabled, automating workflows for clinician users (who—uniquely—are the primary decision drivers in purchases of Viz.ai). Multiple 
customers that chose Viz.ai over RapidAI (another AI firm focused on stroke care) felt Viz.ai had better customizability, a wider variety of modules, 
and a more integrated communication platform. The limited amount of customer satisfaction feedback is positive—customers are satisfied with the 
results they have achieved and with Viz.ai’s partner approach and easy-to-use product. The vendor partners with Medtronic.

Zebra Medical Vision’s all-in-one AI platform has multiple FDA-approved algorithms, and their customer base encompasses both small and large 
customers, including hospitals, radiology groups, and imaging centers. Use cases for Zebra’s imaging analytics engine include brain, lung, liver, 
cardiovascular, and breast imaging as well as x-rays (multiple types of conditions). Customers report confidence in Zebra and note the vendor’s 
traction in the market. Zebra is seen as nimble and willing to partner with customers and other vendors, including Amazon, Change Healthcare, 
Google, Johnson & Johnson, Intelerad, Mach7 Technologies, Nuance, and Philips.

Most respondents (64%) plan to or would like to use their AI solutions 
enterprise-wide (i.e., in clinical, financial, and operational areas). Most 
of the 36% who don’t expect to use their AI solution enterprise-wide 
purchased their solution for very specific areas or use cases; others 
don’t currently have all the needed data loaded in the AI solution or 
would like to better deploy current models before expanding. The 
24% who would like to use their AI solution across the enterprise but 
don’t plan to state that they would like to achieve higher adoption of 
and better outcomes with their current use cases before applying AI 
to other areas.

AI technology purchases are most often driven by CIOs, other IT leaders, and clinical leaders (including chief quality officers, CMIOs, CMOs, CMQOs, 
and CNOs). Often, clinical, technology, and analytics/data science leaders work together to figure out how AI can help them solve real patient 
problems. However, decisions are rarely made by just one or two stakeholders—they are generally vetted by a multidisciplinary team of leaders.

Stakeholder Driving the AI Purchase Decision Other Stakeholders Involved in AI Purchase 
Decision

Do You Plan to Use Your AI Vendor 
Enterprise-Wide? All vendors combined (n=45 organizations)
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21% 36%
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https://klasresearch.com/report/artificial-intelligence-in-imaging-2020/1531


Vendor Summaries

specific vectors and ability to prescriptively suggest interventions. Overall satisfaction among current clients has decreased since last year, and nearly 
a quarter of respondents are unsatisfied, saying it has been challenging to realize an ROI, despite excellent efforts from Jvion executives. For some, 
results have taken longer than expected to achieve, and the solution has ended up being costly.
 
“Jvion is on the cutting edge and is innovative. . . . Jvion is one of the prominent companies out there. . . . Jvion stood out because of prior experience that 
other leaders at our system had had with Jvion at other organizations. Jvion made a very strong sales pitch, particularly to some of our C-level executives. 
So many systems of our same size have been picking up on Jvion and other large and emerging AI companies. Jvion has a very high level of visibility.” 
—Director, recently selected Jvion

“We had more of a vendor relationship with Jvion than a partnership. Overall, we just didn’t see the results we were expecting. . . . We expected to get a 
certain benefit, but we didn’t receive it based on how expensive it was to maintain Jvion as our vendor. We thought we were going to get a certain level of 
expertise, and that level just wasn’t reached. . . . Internally, we had enough resources that we could have done the same thing without them.” 
—Manager, replacing Jvion

Epic Performance Scorecard (n=24)

Jvion Performance Scorecard (n=19)
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Most widely adopted AI solution from EMR vendor, and only EMR AI solution with enough live customers for satisfaction data 
to be shared. Considered in 26% of decisions, Epic is often selected for workflow integration and ease of access to EMR data. 
Customers are still relatively new, having used the product on average a little less than three years. AI models used most heavily 
in clinical areas, with readmission and sepsis prediction the most frequent use cases. Operational use cases mostly involve bed 
planning and no-show prediction.

As one of the earliest healthcare AI companies, has high visibility/prominence and one of the largest market shares in 
healthcare AI. Also has highest mindshare, being considered in 32% of decisions. Often considered due to technology and 
expertise and also to references from other healthcare organizations. Respondents appreciate Jvion’s breadth of healthcare-

Solution is still maturing but considered a good option by Epic EMR customers who are prepared to operationalize models and drive outcomes 
themselves. Not seen as most advanced AI product, but customers say it is improving quickly, as other Epic products have, and all plan to keep the 
solution long term. Implementations and support have improved in response to customer feedback.

“Our general experience with Epic was that it took weeks to get models set up rather than months like it did with another vendor that we worked with. 
Also, Epic’s system was much less costly than the other vendor’s system. Epic has basically all the important models that we want to use, so there is no 
reason to work with another vendor.” —CMIO, recently selected Epic

“Epic doesn’t do a great job of defining what Cogito is. . . . We never really know what falls under a product’s umbrella. I have lost confidence that the 
vendor can deliver everything I need. If there is something that Epic has that works, I am certainly going to look at it first, but they don’t always have 
what I need. Epic doesn’t have the bandwidth to custom build things for me. If they do build something, I need it to work. If it works, I have to fit it into 
our workflow. The vendor’s track record of passing all three of those steps is not great. But if Epic had something, I would look at it first because it would 
involve the least amount of pain and configuration on my end. But no one wants a race car with three wheels.” —CMIO, current customer 

+

+

–

–



clean, and manipulate data without having to use other data-cleansing tools. Considered in 21% of decisions. These organizations highlight tools 
(automated ML platform, API capabilities, ease of use) and partnership; a few feel DataRobot lacks some functionality an end-to-end platform should 
provide (can’t do building, modeling, displaying, iterating all in one platform).

Despite four-point drop in overall score since last year, most of the six interviewed clients are satisfied, highlighting support as a strength. They like 
that their own data scientists have access to helpful DataRobot resources. Ease of use is also a strength, and solution is described as intuitive. Drop 
in satisfaction is due to platform’s incompleteness, which costs customers time and manual work for things like data preparation, model deployment 
and production, and performance improvement. Additionally, some respondents feel the company lacks healthcare-specific knowledge.

“DataRobot came in, and our experience was pretty good. They came in, helped us, and basically gave us as much time as we needed to evaluate the 
product. The vendor essentially gave us unlimited processing power, and that was huge.” —Manager, recently selected DataRobot

“DataRobot has a platform-based approach. I think pretty highly about the way they allow customers to optimize models, but DataRobot’s feature 
set is not complete. The real problem in AI and data modeling is that people who know a lot about healthcare processes and clinical care are very far 
away from the people that actually do data modeling and analytics. We decided to go with a system that allows us to go from building, to modeling, to 
displaying, to iterating all in one platform.” —CMIO, considered but did not select DataRobot

normalization, feature engineering, automated model training, model deployment, and report generation. First-time KLAS measurement. Considered in 
just six validated decisions (13%) but selected in five. Organizations that chose them cite strong healthcare expertise and ClosedLoop’s ML Content Library, 
which includes customizable model templates and reusable predictive features and improves patient outcomes and patient retention. Many highlight that 
these features are explainable, making for easier adoption.

All six interviewed current customers are satisfied/highly satisfied, reporting strong partnership, collaboration, and responsiveness. Some would like better 
training. The organization that considered but did not choose ClosedLoop.ai was looking for broader operational and financial use cases/capabilities.

“ClosedLoop.ai wasn’t trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. They understood that we had a unique interest and a unique situation. ClosedLoop.ai’s 
healthcare expertise was a big deal to us. . . . It didn’t take a lot to translate things, and they adapted their approach to create a predictive model for our 
unique interest in the data streams.” —CEO, recently selected ClosedLoop.ai

“We were looking for something not so healthcare driven because we have multiple business lines. We have an operations and marketing team that wants to 
use AI that is not necessarily specific to healthcare. Our marketing team cares about clinical-based outcomes but is looking for customer-acquisition models. 
We also have a line of business for our insurance vertical, so we need to be able to do modeling similar to what the insurance and finance folks are doing. 
ClosedLoop.ai was capable but is solely focused on healthcare and health outcomes.” —Data science director, considered but did not select ClosedLoop.ai
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Newcomer, healthcare-dedicated AI company; offers data science/ML platform as well as prebuilt model 
catalogue focused on population health management, risk adjustment, and quality improvement. Has 
small but growing base among payers, providers, and ACOs. Offers healthcare-specific support for data 

Cross-industry, automated ML platform. As purpose-built AI platform, solution is use-case agnostic, enabling 
clients to create own models. Acquisition of Paxata, a data prep and blend company, enables customers to load, 
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isn’t mature enough or doesn’t have specific functionality they need. Current clients are very satisfied, although several note that both they and 
KenSci are still in the learning stage. They are optimistic about the future and look forward to new dashboard functionality and expanding adoption 
within their organizations. Several highlighted the honesty and upfront communication of KenSci’s leadership. One CIO said it took longer than 
anticipated to build and tune the models.

“We chose KenSci for a variety of reasons. They were experienced, and we liked that they really leveraged Microsoft Azure. They were up and coming, and 
they had some healthcare models already developed. KenSci had a good price point. We did do an RFP, and we looked at a number of vendors. At the 
time, there weren’t a lot of vendors out there.” —CIO, recently selected KenSci

“We looked at a company called KenSci. KenSci had the capability of monitoring AI tools and technology. We were worried that more models would be 
developed and the AI tool would get replaced. We were worried about the monitoring capabilities. We had conversations, and then things dropped off. 
The company wasn’t mature enough.” —Director, considered but did not select KenSci

The broader services-plus-software offering supports clients’ change-management and workflow-optimization efforts and sometimes includes 
building and deploying predictive models. Considered in 19% of decisions, Health Catalyst is often noted for strong partnership. Satisfaction among 
current customers (including users of both the free software and the broader offering) is poor, with 4 of 7 respondents reporting dissatisfaction (overall 
score below 70). These customers appreciate the vendor relationship but describe the product as immature and requiring significant co-development 
effort. Additionally, some report staff turnover with no transition plan. Even satisfied clients are looking for more AI capabilities/maturity and more ROI.

“I am interested in learning more about Health Catalyst. I love what they do. I love the white papers that they put all over the internet in terms of the 
successes and how people use data to change care. . . . Health Catalyst holds the customer’s hand and helps on the operational side. So their customers 
not only get a model but also get Health Catalyst’s knowledge and firepower to implement the model. Other vendors don’t offer that.” —CMIO, considering 
Health Catalyst

“Health Catalyst is the best vendor we have ever worked with. Having said that, their AI capabilities are still pretty early. The one that we have used the 
most is their model for COVID-19 forecasting that they stood up on their website. That is somewhat useful, although there are a lot of problems that it 
created for the end users where the prediction forecast was just difficult for them to process and think about.” —CMIO, current customer

Health Catalyst Performance Scorecard (n=7)

KenSci Performance Scorecard (n=6)

71.2*

90.7*

0.0

0.0

*Limited Data

*Limited Data

100.0

100.0

Overall performance score (100-point scale)

Overall performance score (100-point scale)

Customer experience pillars

Customer experience pillars

Would you buy again?

Would you buy again?

Yes

Yes

86%*

100%*

Culture

Culture

D+*

B+*

Operations

Operations

D*

A-*

Relationship

Relationship

C+*

A-*

Product

Product

C-*

A-*

Value

Value

C+*

B+*

Loyalty

Loyalty

C+*

A+*

Score breakdown 
(100-point scale)

Score breakdown 
(100-point scale)

A+

A

A-

A+

A

A-

= 95.0–100.0

= 91.0–94.9

= 88.0–90.9

= 95.0–100.0

= 91.0–94.9

= 88.0–90.9

B+

B

B-

B+

B

B-

= 85.0–87.9

= 81.0–84.9

= 78.0–80.9

= 85.0–87.9

= 81.0–84.9

= 78.0–80.9

C+

C

C-

C+

C

C-

= 75.0–77.9

= 71.0–74.9

= 68.0–70.9

= 75.0–77.9

= 71.0–74.9

= 68.0–70.9

D+

D

D-

D+

D

D-

= 65.0–67.9

= 61.0–64.9

= 58.0–60.9

= 65.0–67.9

= 61.0–64.9

= 58.0–60.9

F

F

= <57.9

= <57.9

healthcare.ai product is transitioning from free, open-source R/Python software to more comprehensive data 
science services and embedded data science software. Free software continues to be supported and maintained. 

Healthcare-specific platform reliant on Microsoft technology and focused on explainable AI. Serves some payers, but most 
clients are large, complex health systems that derive models from KenSci’s platform and choose KenSci for their enterprise AI 
projects. Considered in 17% of decisions. Those who choose KenSci cite the vendor’s AI expertise, partnership, and healthcare-
specific models as well as the flexibility to build their own models. Those who didn’t end up selecting KenSci feel the company 

+

+

–

–
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Standard 
Evaluations 

Estimated  
Customer 

Base

ClosedLoop.ai 
Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

6 6–10

DataRobot 
AI Platform

6 10–15

Epic 
Cognitive Computing

24 100+

Health Catalyst 
healthcare.ai

7 10–15

Jvion 
Machine

19 50–75

KenSci 
kensci.AI

6 10–15

Data for this report comes from three sources: (1) KLAS performance data, (2) KLAS perception data, and (3) KLAS Decision 
Insights data.

KLAS Performance Data

Each year, KLAS interviews thousands of healthcare professionals about the IT products and services their organizations use. These 
interviews are conducted using a standard quantitative evaluation, and the scores and commentary collected are shared online 
and in reports like this one so that other providers and IT professionals can benefit from their peers’ experiences. To enable readers 
to more quickly understand high-level differences in vendor performance and give better context as to how each product compares 
to other offerings in the market, KLAS has organized the questions from the standard evaluation into six customer experience pillars—
culture, loyalty, operations, product, relationship, and value.

The performance data in this report was collected over the last 12 months; the number of unique responding organizations for 
each solution is given in the chart below.

What Does “Limited Data” Mean?

Some products are used in only a small number of facilities, 
some vendors are resistant to providing client lists, and some 
respondents choose not to answer particular questions. Thus 
a vendor’s sample size may vary from question to question 
and may not reach KLAS’ required threshold of 15 unique 
respondents. When a vendor’s sample size for a particular 
question is less than 15, the score for that question is marked 
with an asterisk (*) or otherwise designated as “limited data.” 
If the sample size is less than 6, no score is shown. Note 
that when a vendor has a low number of reporting sites, the 
possibility exists for KLAS scores to change significantly as 
new surveys are collected.

Note: Some organizations may have rated more than one product.

Customer Experience Pillars

Category

Standard Software 
Evaluation Metrics

Culture

Proactive 
Service

Keeps All 
Promises

Product Works as 
Promoted

Quality of Phone/
Web Support

Executive 
Involvement

Relationship

Quality of Training

Quality of 
Implementation

Ease of Use

Operations

Product Quality

Product Has Needed 
Functionality

Supports 
Integration Goals

Delivery of New 
Technology

Product

Money’s Worth

Avoids Nickel-
and-Diming

Drives Tangible 
Outcomes

Value

Would You Buy Again

Part of 
Long-Term Plans

Forecasted 
Satisfaction

Overall Satisfaction

Likely to Recommend

Loyalty

About This Report



KLAS data and reports are a compilation of research gathered from 
websites, healthcare industry reports, interviews with healthcare 
organization executives and managers, and interviews with vendor 
and consultant organizations. Data gathered from these sources 
includes strong opinions (which should not be interpreted as 
actual facts) reflecting the emotion of exceptional success and, at 
times, failure. The information is intended solely as a catalyst for a 
more meaningful and effective investigation on your organization’s 
part and is not intended, nor should it be used, to replace your 
organization’s due diligence. 

KLAS data and reports represent the combined opinions of 
actual people from healthcare organizations regarding how 
their vendors, products, and/or services perform against their 
organization’s objectives and expectations. KLAS findings are a 
unique compilation of candid opinions and are real measurements 
representing the feedback of interviewed individuals. The findings 
presented are not meant to be conclusive data for an entire client 
base. Significant variables—including a respondent’s role within 
their organization as well as the organization’s type (rural, teaching, 
specialty, etc.), size, objectives, depth/breadth of software use, 
software version, and system infrastructure/network—impact 
participants’ opinions and preclude an exact apples-to-apples 
vendor/product comparison or a finely tuned statistical analysis.  

We encourage our clients, friends, and partners using KLAS research 
data to take into account these variables as they include KLAS data 
with their own due diligence. For frequently asked questions about 
KLAS methodology, please refer to the KLAS FAQs.

Copyright Infringement Warning
This report and its contents are copyright-protected works and 
are intended solely for your organization. Any other organization, 
consultant, investment company, or vendor enabling or obtaining 
unauthorized access to this report will be liable for all damages 
associated with copyright infringement, which may include the full 
price of the report and/or attorney fees. For information regarding 
your specific obligations, please refer to the KLAS Data Use Policy.

Note
The findings presented are not meant to be conclusive data for an 
entire client base. Performance scores may change significantly 
when additional healthcare organizations are interviewed, 
especially when the existing sample size is smaller, as in an 
emerging market with a small number of live clients.

Reader Responsibility
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Orem, UT 84097 

Ph: (800) 920-4109
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Our Mission
Improving the world’s healthcare through 
collaboration, insights, and transparency.

For more information about KLAS, 
please visit our website:

www.KLASresearch.com

Overall scores are measured on a 100-point scale and represent 
the weighted average of several yes/no questions as well as 
other questions scored on a 9-point scale.

KLAS Perception Data

To supplement the data gathered with the standard evaluation, 
KLAS also creates various supplemental evaluations 
that delve deeper into the most pressing questions facing 
healthcare technology today. For this AI research, KLAS used 
a supplemental evaluation to gather deeper insights from 
provider and payer organizations regarding their purchase-
decision process, plans for enterprise AI use, and perceptions 
of the large, cross-industry AI giants (i.e., Amazon, Google, IBM, 
and Microsoft).

KLAS Decision Insights Data

All references in this report to organizations’ purchasing 
motivations come from KLAS’ Decision Insights data. Since 
2017, KLAS has been gathering information as to which 
vendors are being replaced, considered, and purchased and 
what factors drive these decisions. KLAS Decision Insights data 
does not represent a comprehensive census or win/loss market 
share study. Rather, it is intended to help provider and payer 
organizations understand which vendors have market energy 
and why. The Decision Insights data in this report is based on 
47 AI-technology purchase decisions.
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Questions Asked in Supplemental Evaluation
Clinical use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.

Financial use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.

Operational use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.

Enterprise-wide use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.

Other use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.

What are your perceptions of the strength of Amazon’s healthcare AI offerings?

What are your perceptions of the strength of Google’s healthcare AI offerings?

What are your perceptions of the strength of IBM’s healthcare AI offerings?

What are your perceptions of the strength of Microsoft’s healthcare AI offerings?

How did your organization make the buying decision for this AI tool? (What problem[s] were you 
trying to solve, what was the decision process like, and who was involved?)
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Clinical use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.
ClosedLoop.ai Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

ClosedLoop.ai was used in the clinical area, and that was our choice. We are very hesitant to give out our data. We weren’t comfortable 
sharing more of the information than we wanted to. ClosedLoop.ai would have taken on as many things as we would have sent them, 
but also, we have a branch that uses machine learning.

We focus on clinical things when it comes to AI use cases. We use the vendor to make our risk stratification for social determinants of 
health more predictive. The risk stratification was already predictive, but then we applied AI, and it became more predictive. We use 
the vendor for transitions of care and to identify patients that should be considered high risk from a care management perspective. 
Those are just a few of the models we use, but we are continually integrating more things from the vendor to our new models of care 
or care redesigns.

We wanted to use AI to help allocate resources for care management.

The current use cases are clinical and financial. We haven’t hit much on the operational end, but there are plenty of problems. Loyalty 
is a big deal, so figuring out who we need to do more service recovery with seems plausible to me.

We use the ClosedLoop.ai solution for readmissions, retention, and customer return. We also use it for experimental products for 
COVID-19 for predicting proxy events and predicting mortality for COVID-19. We ended up putting out a white paper and making a 
Python package for people. That was pretty cool. We are targeting people who are most at risk if they get COVID-19.

We aren’t expecting ClosedLoop.ai to have multiple use cases across our enterprise. We are just going to stay in the clinical space. 
We are integrating together clinical data, diagnostic claims data, demographic and pharmacologic claims data, and patient interview 
data. Everything is being mashed up inside the AI machine, which learns all of the data and predicts information on outcomes. For 
example, if a patient misses a primary care visit and goes to the ED within six months, we want to know the variables that drove 
that behavior.

We wanted to use the product for population health and SDOH. The things we can do with the ClosedLoop.ai product are unlimited. 
The vendor is at the very beginning of their work of using machine learning for populations of people and behaviors. Human behavior 
is the largest driver of health, not only when it comes to staying healthy but also when it comes to managing disease when patients get 
sick. Preventing illnesses and treating illnesses are both driven mostly by relationships between people inside families, social support, 
and other things like that. That is an enormous space for the future of American healthcare. An organization like ClosedLoop.ai can 
really help.

DataRobot AI Platform

We have launched projects specifically for COVID-19. The challenge with predicting whether someone will get the virus is that we need 
more data. Thankfully, we don’t have enough people in our system who are getting sick. The prediction piece for us is around figuring 
out which symptoms are indicative of COVID-19. Early on, we weren’t able to get tests, and the test results that were coming back 
sometimes came days after the person was suspected of having the virus. The delay allowed that person to potentially spread the 
virus to 15 other people before getting the test results. We noticed that a dip in body temperature was a symptom, and that was sort 
of fascinating. We fed the data into DataRobot’s program to see what types of symptoms are related to COVID-19 patients. We weren’t 
trying to deploy something; we were just doing a one-off prediction. We were able to do that pretty quickly.

We are thinking about using the time series piece to tell us when we are going outside of the trends. If we expected the census to go 
up by 5 points but it went down by 15 points, that would be a huge discrepancy between what we thought would happen and what 
actually happened. We started using the DataRobot tool to look at holidays. We lose a lot of patients during some holidays, and we 
gain patients during other holidays. Folks like to pull their parents out for Thanksgiving or Christmas, but they like to put their parents 
in a care facility for the Fourth of July. DataRobot’s time series piece is well built out. It is foolproof.
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The time series piece does require a different skill set in terms of understanding time series over an area classification or multiple 
classes. That piece just does different types of predictions. We set up the data a little differently; we put it in calendars and a couple of 
other things. But once people learn that piece, it will handle the data set and put it into a format that people can learn from. The piece 
still provides explanations too.

One of my favorite pieces is the prediction explanation piece. In essence, the prediction explanations tell us why the model thinks 
something is going to happen. Those explanations weren’t in the time series piece in the beginning. The vendor added those later on, 
but they are a great addition to the module.

We don’t put all of the data into Google’s cloud, but we do use the clinical and financial data that is in the cloud.

The first use cases are around predicting quality measure events. In the health plan space, we are evaluated on different quality 
measures, so we want to predict which members are at risk for not being compliant with those measures. Medicare adherence is also 
a big use case; we want to know who will be compliant with taking medications.

Epic Cognitive Computing

We have yet to realize outcomes with Epic. There is potential, but we are still in the phase of investing before we see that return. 
Theoretically, based on what our data scientist has shown us, there are savings in the number of minutes of OR time, and there 
is a decrease for overruns and underruns. But in order to realize those savings, we must have the schedulers use the prediction 
recommendation within their Epic workflow. Theoretical savings aren’t entirely theoretical because they are based on our historical 
data that should improve over current workflow. The model may not be perfect. It isn’t taking into account every possible variation, 
but we can improve the current workflow. That is why we have invested as much as we have. We are interested in improving 
throughput, but the surgeons are used to their workflow, and schedulers are used to their workflow. So there is a fair bit of resistance 
for new thinking. But Epic is willing to work with us. It isn’t like they have said that they can’t do things. They have tried to meet us and 
help us work through issues.

We looked at a few other vendors’ products, and we can do everything that they can do. For example, one vendor’s original pitch was 
about patient trial matching. Our team did that in a three-week exercise. Most organizations, including ours, have done patient trial 
matching through manual chart review. A nurse, a clinical researcher, or somebody else went through our manual charts of thousands 
of patients to match them to clinical trials. By the time we got through the chart to identify patients, they had often started a different 
procedure or study and were no longer eligible. The exercise was basically about looking at loose text and fields to identify key words 
and show what clinical trials a patient qualified for. Instead of looking at thousands of patients, the oncology teams looked at groups 
of 60 patients or so that would fall into the right group. The exercise was simple.

To date, most of our projects have been clinical. My team has been highly connected with our clinical leaders. We have put a few 
models that we have built internally into the Epic system over the years. Epic’s service offering has gotten better. Initially, there was a 
data link. We could run a model outside of the Epic system and get external data. Then Epic released their Predictive Model Markup 
Language engine. The product builds relatively simple models inside the Epic system. It runs on the premises, but there are challenges 
like data processing. With data science and feature engineering, we are normalizing or standardizing things and inputting things that 
are missing. The engine lacks certain capabilities that we have to handle ourselves inside of the Epic system.

The Epic AI system has really nice internal visualization tools. People can see the trending of the score. They can also see what was 
driving it. When we do feature engineering using The Predictive Model Markup Language, the product displays the values that go into 
the model. Those values don’t really make sense to the end user once the engineering is done. That was partly why we wanted to use 
cloud services. We could push out raw variables that would make sense to a human and store them in the cloud. We could do feature 
engineering and imputation in the cloud. We could apply more robust models and feed those back into the system. We could have the 
best of the data science space. The variable displays would still be human friendly and interpretable by a frontline clinician. That was 
our main motivation for purchasing additional licenses and starting work through the cloud.

I am not 100% sure what models can be returned. The vendor offers their own readmission model, falls model, and sepsis model 
and standards. But the models are trained on someone else’s data, and that means they are going to degrade a bit when they are 
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applied to new data. The models may still be sufficient and even highly valuable to an organization, but the performance would be 
average. Epic offered us the opportunity to retrain our models, and that was tied to having a cloud computing piece. That made 
the opportunity attractive to us because it would allow us to really look at the core models instead of using data science to create 
something when Epic already had something that worked well.

Because we build models on our end, we could explore Epic’s stock models and use their framework to implement our own models 
in the same way and still leverage the vendor’s clinical decision support tools. There are some really nice Epic models. If our model 
outperformed the Epic model, we could implement it, and it would still look the same to a clinician and use the same approach. If 
the Epic model outperformed ours, then we would go with that. The end users don’t care who built the model; they care if the model 
works and makes sense to them. The Epic system is best for our patients and mission partners. It organizes the data in a manner that 
is consistent and allows users to interpret it.

The patient flow is important to us. We use the product for predictive models around who may or may not need a bed and other 
things. There are a lot of things around patient flow and risk stratification for population health.

Right now, we are focused on the clinical aspect. As part of the Epic licensing process, we had 10 models that we could implement at 
no extra cost. Things just depend on how much time and effort we want to spend. For the most part, the vendor is pretty pricey. The 
bigger challenge is using them appropriately and making sure the end users are benefiting.

Our first use case was for a predictive sepsis model because it dovetailed pretty nicely with efforts that our sepsis committee had 
undertaken. Then we implemented a few other models. We have a model that is a remaining-length-of-stay predictive model. We 
have a model for the probability of diabetes. We have a deterioration index, which is kind of like tracking risk. All of those models 
are clinical.

It is hard to say what the outcomes are because the models are only part of a set of tools. For example, it is really hard to say whether 
the predictive model is having much of an impact. We found that clinicians were already paying close attention to the patients that 
were at risk. The ability to predict whether someone might be at risk of sepsis didn’t seem to be powerful. We don’t have any evidence 
yet that we have reduced any influence of sepsis because of the predictive model. The model is another tool in the tool set. If we were 
to ask physicians, they might say that the model helped confirm what they suspected, but they still would have been taking measures 
to help the patient. I am not going to say that the models don’t work, but I can’t say that there is any statistical evidence that the 
reduction in sepsis incidences is due to the predictive model.

We use Cognitive Computing for in-line clinical predictors around sepsis, diabetes, and other core things. We have extended the 
product to meet our needs.

For things like staffing and scheduling, we use a different platform. We use totally different systems for payroll and finance. So the Epic 
platform is more for clinical operations than financials.

The reason we are building our own machine and capability is that alert fatigue is a huge problem. If we turn on Epic’s sepsis model, 
we will make some physicians really mad. The amount of fatigue that clinical decision support systems create is a big problem. We 
really want to tailor our false positives and negatives. We don’t want a black box. We are trying to focus on using appropriate data 
structures from machine learning and to tailor those structures to our unique population. That way, we can train the machine learning 
module on a five-year baseline. There are nuances with our patients and their conditions. With machine learning, we would be able to 
set cutoffs and levels of sensitivity and specificity for models at a very detailed level.

Microsoft built a system that was like an advanced analytics workbench. Microsoft will come in with good ideas and partner with us 
because they can take the things we build to other people. We have taken tables from our Epic platform and synced those to the 
cloud, and we have put them into a semantic level that is really clean. We take the events and turn them into sequenced data flows. 
We have deployed things in the Microsoft Azure platform. We have an implementation spot.

Our high-level architecture is overly simplified, but basically, we take data and sync it to our data link. We are heavy users of Azure 
Databricks. Databricks is a separate company from Microsoft, and we are specifically using the Azure blend of Databricks’ software 
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for computing and our Python notebooks. We are building models and deploying them. We are learning that good features are really 
good and that true integration is hard. That is why we are using Epic Cognitive Computing. The FHIR piece isn’t quite there yet.

We are piloting Epic’s sepsis model and deterioration model. We are doing our due diligence on those, and we are doing statistical 
comparisons with our own work. We have trained machines on problems like readmissions, mortality, deterioration, and sepsis. We 
have some population health models that we are building as well. We are deep in the spaces working on problems and are looking at 
problems at an hourly rate. We are looking at the daily readmission risks, the monthly broad population risk, the risk of an inpatient 
event or ED visit, and other vectors. We have been working with Epic’s team for Cognitive Computing.

Because of another vendor and some urging from Epic, we started building our own platform. We had someone who told us to use 
Cognitive Computing as a scoring platform. We build real-time data payloads that come out of Reporting Workbench, and those get 
fed into Cognitive Computing so that we can score models and integrate the information back to the point of care.

The high-level architecture of Cognitive Computing is unique. We can figure a payload, which is the data set that pushes to the cloud. 
We deploy our predictive model or Epic’s off-the-shelf predictive model in the cloud, and the model is scored and pushed back 
through the web services. We have to be very careful to pick features that we know can be replicated in Hyperspace. We can’t do a 
bunch of features that we can’t spit out of the payload. When we produce a payload, we score the model and push it back into the 
Epic platform. That is our high-level workload. We have been very successful.

We are validating our other modules, which aren’t ready. The models are for population health, not the inpatient side. The inpatient 
models are pretty easy and are linked to a patient identified for a particular visit in the context of care. If a patient is admitted to 
the hospital and I run a sepsis risk prediction every 15 minutes, I will have a list of predictions anchored to the inpatient event. The 
readmission list is based on patient history.

The machines are for population health. With those, we are looking at our entire population that is at risk, and we are doing 
epidemiology-type work to figure out what risks are rising in the population. We then look at all of our patients who are in an at-risk 
contract. That includes patients who are diabetic and patients that are likely to be admitted to the hospital in the next three months. 
Things related to at-risk patients aren’t tailored to a visit. Those things are more for people who run ACOs or work with population 
health engagement. 

Readmissions is considered a clinical model. We have it, but it isn’t being used very much. We also have a deterioration index, which 
we turned on when COVID-19 hit. The index tells us the likelihood that a patient will deteriorate in status and go from an inpatient 
bed to an ICU bed. We don’t use that model much. We have an operations model that tells us the risk of a no-show. When a patient 
has an appointment booked, there is a risk that the patient might not show up, and we can display that risk score. We use that model 
because it isn’t very intrusive.

Some basic AI is built into Epic’s system. We can see if a patient is likely to not show up at his or her next appointment based on 
whether the patient has not shown up in the past. There are some OR scheduling abilities in the system. There are standard industry 
tools for things like a readmission score. We use those tools minimally.

Epic has some core AI functionality built into the system. We use that to varying degrees of success, not anything very well. Epic has 
specific models that are pretty in-depth AI algorithms for certain high-risk areas, like sepsis or readmissions. Epic has models for things 
that are key to physicians and clinicians to track.

Epic offers probably 30 prebuilt models that we can implement, and we have a license to use 10 models out of the box. But people 
don’t use the models much operationally. They don’t really follow what the scores say. We have the sepsis model running, and it 
displays a score for patients. The physicians are supposed to respond by doing certain actions based on the score. But they mostly just 
ignore the recommendations and do whatever they think is clinically appropriate. We don’t use anything else besides Epic’s tool. We 
don’t have an alternate tool. Whatever Epic offers is what we would use if we chose to go full force with AI. I don’t think we are there 
yet as an organization.
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We don’t want to implement more necessarily because things aren’t being utilized. Adding more models would add more noise in 
the background in terms of pop-ups and alerts. People have to buy in to what a model is doing and telling them, and then they will 
maybe use it. We want the 10 models that we are licensed to use to be live. We want them to show results before we move onto any 
other models.

I am satisfied with the system overall, but we haven’t used the computing platform much, so my satisfaction with it is low. We don’t 
have operational buy-in. The platform takes a lot of work to set up, and we have to have a lot of conversations and meetings with end 
users to talk about the actions we want the AI model to take. AI is a very hot topic right now, and people love to talk about it. People 
love success stories about AI being useful, but those successes don’t happen everywhere.

I have a sepsis committee of different physicians, and they want to reduce sepsis rates, but they don’t want to sit with me and give me 
feedback about how to make the model usable. The beautiful Epic tool has been lying unused for years since we went live. That isn’t 
Epic’s fault; that is an internal challenge because AI is still very new. We have clinicians making decisions based on a tool they may not 
understand. A pop-up tells physicians that their patient is at risk for sepsis, but the physicians don’t trust the pop-up. Physicians need 
to take the time to learn what the tool is calculating.

Epic needs a more operational and clinical basis for the people that are developing the tools. A lot of software developers and 
implementation services people aren’t clinical people. They don’t always take a clinical view when they are building things and 
assigning functionality. They don’t always think the way a clinician would think when they are building something that is supposed to 
be used by a clinician. People don’t trust what the tool is doing in some cases.

The product gives us models that look at the likelihood of unplanned readmissions. We have models that help us figure out what we 
need to do to make sure we are giving the right care. I am pretty happy with what we are doing. We have another model for the risk of 
falls. Historically, the way people have predicted falls is with the Morse Fall Scale (MFS). The MFS is completed by nurses and is done 
twice a day. Epic has a predictive model that looks at 50 different factors. It updates a prediction every four hours. It can alert a nurse 
when a patient who was totally fine in the morning receives some lab results or has a procedure done or receives some sedation. 
Acutely, the patient’s risk of falling increases in those cases. The MSF is not going to catch those things, but the Epic predictive model 
will catch those, so nurses can get an alert that the risk of falling has gone up for X reason. Then the nurses can check in and ensure the 
patient doesn’t fall and get injured.

Health Catalyst healthcare.ai

Our use cases are clinical and related to heart failure and trying to run predictive algorithms for patient risk, length of hospital stay, 
and readmission risk built on data and models developed out of our own data as opposed to using an off-the-rack model. The system 
takes the initial data sets that were aggregated within the enterprise data warehouse and then built some predictive models for the 
outcomes that we were proactively trying to work toward.

In general, Health Catalyst is the best vendor we have ever worked with. Having said that, their AI capabilities are still pretty young. The 
one capability that we have used the most is their model for COVID-19 forecasting that they stood up on their website. The capability 
is somewhat useful, but it has created a lot of problems for the end users where the prediction forecasts were difficult to process 
and think about. The capability didn’t provide a lot of good, specific information that was useful for planning. We struggled with the 
usefulness in helping us plan for the future. So many unknown variables went into the prediction process, and the capability produced 
pretty broad predictions in terms of the number of COVID-19 cases. It wasn’t very helpful in telling us when we were going to see a 
spike in cases or when we were going to have to ramp up our staffing and supplies.

We are doing some AI work through Health Catalyst. We are developing our own models, and some things get fed back into Health 
Catalyst’s solutions. We stand up our own dashboards and incorporate models outside of Health Catalyst’s solutions too. The 
COVID-19 model is one that Health Catalyst developed and brought to our attention, and we incorporated it into some dashboards 
that our internal data scientists stood up. The vendor was very supportive and did a lot of the work. We occasionally look at some 
other solutions, but we always ask ourselves where we should focus our efforts and how much money we should spend. We have done 
some work with our EMR vendor and have talked with them about taking advantage of some things they offer.
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We are doing some work with Health Catalyst, especially in machine learning. However, we are not doing a lot of it for various reasons. 
There are two data models that we have with Health Catalyst. One is around the readmission, the other one is around sepsis. The 
sepsis one is still under planning, and readmission is something we recently started. That is where we are with machine learning as far 
as Health Catalyst is concerned.

We get requests from the clinical and operational people about what areas they want to do some work in. Then I go to healthcare.ai to 
see whether Health Catalyst has anything that could help us. If they don’t have anything, then we engage our data scientist, who builds 
everything from scratch.

Jvion Machine

We started out with some financial pieces and then started moving more into the clinical pieces. We have a robust readmission 
dashboard, which we have been using for a few years. That dashboard helps, especially with our case management team. We have a 
palliative care and hospice dashboard that helps us identify and locate patients that need to be considered for those services. We have 
a bunch of COVID-19 things that we use as well in terms of risk assessments for patients and staff members. We have several vectors.

Our area of focus is the clinical side. Looking at Jvion’s vectors in certain areas, we were interested in their ability to predict certain 
clinical events based on the population and on the characteristics of a given patient. Jvion has numerous vectors for various kinds of 
clinical scenarios. One vector that we really wanted to focus on was around readmissions. That way, when we saw a patient, the vector 
would predict whether this patient would be readmitted.

I was very interested in Jvion’s use of social determinants of health and their ability to predict readmissions or initial admissions to the 
hospital based on a clinical profile. That was why we were interested in the vendor. Jvion is the only group that has a good handle on 
the social determinants of health portion. IBM is still working with those as well, but at the time of our decision, IBM wasn’t quite as far 
along as Jvion was in terms of an ability to take multiple data points from the clinical record and social determinants of health, meld 
the data points together, and make predictions based on those data points. Jvion also has an ability to do interventions that might 
help prevent clinical events, particularly readmissions, from occurring. Predicting is one thing, but being able to tell us what will be 
effective in preventing a clinical event is what really distinguishes Jvion.

We came from a model where we did everything for everybody, and we hoped that something would stick and help people stay well 
and healthy at home, but that model was clearly not working. The Jvion product seems to have more targeted interventions, so 
with patients, we just do three or four things that the Jvion system predicts will be the most effective. We only do things for patients 
who are at risk for readmission because not every single patient is at risk for readmission. The Jvion product has been helpful from a 
resource perspective.

We were focused 100% on the clinical area. Readmission gets into the clinical area from an acute and ambulatory perspective, so that 
has to do with the hospitals and our primary care network. We wanted to figure out how to serve our patients better and give them 
the right resources so that they don’t feel like they have to constantly be coming back to us. Under the older fee for service models, we 
would never pursue this, but with so much riding on quality and being a good quality provider for our patients, for Medicare, and for 
our payers, we really need to focus on how to set up our situation where our patients are more efficiently using our services.

I have a data scientist team, and we are doing some internal AI work related to throughput. We are looking at how to free up the 
capacity to better serve our patients as that relates to the length of stay. We are coming up with ways that we can predict bottlenecks 
and help our patient flow. We aren’t partnering with anybody in particular, but that is some of the AI work that we are involved 
in internally.

We use the product primarily in the clinical area. The financial area is the icing on the cake; that piece isn’t primarily being 
operationalized for our financial leaders or workflows or anything. The tool is mostly clinical.

We use Jvion Machine for clinical uses, for sure. There were financial considerations, but they were related to clinical information. We 
didn’t necessarily get the system to look at our financial data but to see whether some of the interventions we would try would affect 
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the finances. All of the things we were looking at were clinical things. Some of them had a financial impact, or we hoped they would 
have a financial impact.

We are live on the all-cause readmission vector, the 30-day readmission vector, and the avoidable admissions vector. We are looking 
at ambulatory populations, surfacing cases, and doing interventions to prevent admissions or readmissions.

We primarily use Jvion Machine in the clinical areas. We use it through our nursing care delivery model and through our EHR. Jvion 
Machine is built into our EHR, and we use the system also with nursing respiratory care, pharmacy, physical therapy, dietary and case 
management, and care delivery. We only have one model, but the system allows for several users to interface with it in order to pull 
data. I couldn’t say which model we have because the system is embedded into the EMR and I don’t have specific information. I don’t 
believe that we have a cognitive computing platform from our EMR.

For our clinical area, we were doing the usual things, such as sepsis and readmissions.

Jvion was very open and told us that the length-of-stay vector for was probably the most challenging one to implement. Jvion didn’t 
seem to have much experience with that vector. We knew going in that it would be a challenge. A lot of different disciplines have to 
work to make effective outcomes. We made the challenging choice to implement the vector without integrating it into our EMR. We 
were going to do a lot of things manually and essentially hand out pieces of paper because we couldn’t do things within the EMR. We 
did a technical assessment where Jvion implemented the data transfer piece that we needed in the HL7 feed. Our tech teams worked 
together. We were doing the data integration, and the operational planning was going to be executed by Jvion. The process was pretty 
challenging, so we made the choice to not integrate. I am not putting the blame on Jvion. Eventually, we got everything in place and 
assessed the portal that Jvion implemented for us. Since we weren’t in the EMR, we had a separate portal.

It took a few months to execute Jvion Machine. Our assessment compared the baseline length of stay across the pilot units and found 
that there was a slight reduction in length of stay between the baseline period and the Jvion implementation. We didn’t put a lot of 
credence in that assessment because there were a lot of other things going on with the length of stay. All we could really say was our 
post-assessment length of stay was lower than our preassessment length of stay, but we also said that we couldn’t continue in the 
manual mode because it was too intensive. We decided to terminate our efforts on the length-of-stay vector. The issue wasn’t so much 
with Jvion as it was with us. Unless we could get the management team to integrate the vector with our EMR, the vector wasn’t going 
to be effective. We are still trying to get things worked out with Jvion. We will hopefully switch to another vendor because we do think 
there is a lot of benefit in what Jvion does. We are going to continue working with them to add additional intelligence to the length-of-
stay vector, which is the one we really want.

The unique differentiator with Jvion Machine is it helps us understand specific risks. The solution can quantify a score, and that 
is helpful, and at the same time, we can assign interventions and recommendations. The area of focus is mainly around finding a 
pragmatic solution that has clinical value and that we can take action with, regardless of whether that is with a frontline provider or 
somebody within care management, and then understanding how to best intervene, guide patients through their journey, and make 
sure they have the tools that they need to be successful. That was my understanding as to why Jvion Machine was selected. Jvion 
Machine was very well received in the public space as well.

Jvion is a very friendly, eager company. They work very well to help customize their software to meet the needs of folks they support. 
They have a very unique tool in that they surface risk and help us better understand how to better engage with our patients. There 
might be patients who suffer from some literacy-related issues, and when we send patients home to go fill their medications, there 
could be a perception from the healthcare provider that the patients understood exactly what they needed to do, but the patient may 
leave confused and be a little too upset to say they are not sure about what they need to do. Jvion allows us to flag individuals we may 
want to file and follow up with, and then we have conversations and ask our care management team to engage with those individuals. 
Jvion does a nice job of surfacing some of the risks that exist regardless of whether those are SDOH or things that may be related to a 
specific clinical condition. Jvion has been a great company to engage with.

Jvion Machine gives us a risk score, so if I walk into a clinic and have some medical or socioeconomic issues, then before I leave, 
the system can suggest five things the doctor should talk to me about. Those things may not be asking me whether I understand 
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medication and calling me out for a literacy concern. Those suggestions may be to walk me through things and have a discussion 
thoughtfully so that I understand.

We started working with Jvion to see whether we could use their technology to help patients who were present at urgent care clinics 
and whether there was a way to understand who may need additional services. Another reason was to know who we proactively 
reach out to before they show up at the emergency department and escalate their own care. I have a good friend who is an urgent 
care physician, and during flu season, that physician was seeing 60–70 patients a day and had only a few minutes to meet with each 
patient. Those patients would come in and need that physician’s immediate care, and that physician would have to decide whether 
to triage people or how to intervene and help them. A lot of what we are doing is just trying to provide better tools so that people can 
manage the volume of patients in the workflow, understand how to best treat the patients they are caring for, and follow up after that.

Readmissions were second on the plate. We started with a clinical tool and didn’t end up using it because our state’s population is 
very healthy compared to other states.

The clinical tool is one of the key modules where we were targeting performance improvement. The two products predominantly 
target nurses and physicians, and I haven’t seen any other business cases that would be of us. That isn’t to say the vendor doesn’t 
have them, but the vendor doesn’t come to us with any proposals like that.

When we first met with Jvion, we looked at a library of vectors in place and interfaced with them, and we found out that our greatest 
opportunity was the potential to reduce the length of stay for our acute care patients. It would make complete sense that if we could 
more efficiently take care of patients and reduce their length of stay, that would have a clinical benefit. Patients wouldn’t be in the 
hospital as long and therefore the risk of being exposed to hospital-acquired conditions would decrease. We also looked at the patient 
satisfaction from having acute issues addressed quickly and going back to normal functions.

KenSci kensci.AI

We aren’t planning on using KenSci across our enterprise at this point. We will see what capabilities they have. Also, in terms of the 
service level of the vendor, there are other agreements that we would need to develop. But before we get ahead of ourselves, we first 
want to establish a good working relationship, determine whether the vendor’s models and service-level agreements are what we 
believe they can be, and determine the value the vendor would bring to our organization. Our current focus is using KenSci in the 
clinical space.

There are a variety of uses for predictive analytics. There is a significant opportunity for improvement and improved efficiency in 
the chronic-disease area. KenSci is the only company we are using for that area. We are using a variety of modalities in terms of 
automation and remote monitoring. KenSci has done some preliminary work with us to demonstrate what kinds of models they 
could build for diabetes and congestive heart failure. If we take a step back and look at the main chronic diseases that are the most 
significant burdens to American healthcare, obesity, diabetes, and congestive heart failure rise to the top. Continuing to explore those 
areas with the vendor makes sense.

In one of our use cases, KenSci was able to make some predictions of progression, admissions, readmissions, and medication 
adherence. In another area that we are currently chasing, we have the ability to matriculate the clinical protocols and develop 
recommender systems that would take the information of the patients and provide clinicians with the type of language of the 
discussion that we should be having with the patients to improve their outcomes. Some of the preliminary work done in that area 
looks very promising.

We bought the KenSci tool for the clinical side certainly and also for the operational side.

In terms of clinical use cases, we use the system for case management and looking at people who are likely to be discharged over the 
weekend to make sure that all the team members for nursing, therapy, and utilization review all collaborate and are involved. Before 
the weekend, we need to make sure that the patient is ready to be discharged. Sometimes weekends cause workflows to change. 
Another example of a use case for the system is using the predicted discharge disposition to help patients who look like they are going 
to need to be discharged to a skilled nursing facility. We always prefer that the patient can go home because the patient prefers that. 
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We try to drive our clinical workflows with therapy to make sure that the patient can get more walking or therapy time in while they are 
at the hospital so that the patient can upgrade his or her status. That way, the patient doesn’t have to go to a skilled nursing facility; he 
or she can go home and participate in home health care.

We started with KenSci and worked on length of stay. We have done work with sepsis and COVID-19 predictions.
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Financial use cases/projects for which AI solution was 
considered/purchased.
ClosedLoop.ai Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

Some things inherent in better care models are better outcomes and lower costs. I am not using the vendor to look for opportunities 
for cost savings or to help with the financial aspects of our organization. However, financial things are inherent in the clinical space 
because there is the goal of better care and lower cost.

Use cases were a real factor in going with ClosedLoop.ai because they have a very smart approach. One of the early applications that 
we saw was in patient retention. That is the initial use case we are working on now, and we actually have a model that is basically 
ready to be deployed. The system has pretty strong prediction potential. We are also going to use retention prediction for our sales 
and conversion funnel. If we really wanted to, we could bring the patient-retention piece out to production now. We are just trying to 
fine-tune it and add features.

DataRobot AI Platform

[No customers shared comments]

Epic Cognitive Computing

The vendor doesn’t have as much developed in the financial realm. Quality outcomes are key, and we can’t really separate quality and 
finance any longer.

We aren’t expecting to use the Epic system in other areas. We definitely aren’t going to be using it for financial forecasting. Epic doesn’t 
have a piece for that. The product is very narrow, but it has a number of growing models. Epic is putting things into the product. But 
we think of cognitive intelligence as a set of problems way bigger than Epic. We are going to be predicting with our ERP system. We are 
building a modern data ecosystem so that we can predict all of our stats, not just our Epic stats. Epic has a no-show model, but they 
don’t have anything for financial planning. They have been very focused on a few clinical issues.

Health Catalyst healthcare.ai

[No customers shared comments]

Jvion Machine

On the financial side, there are a bunch of things that we do with claims and determining the risk of various claims. I can’t speak about 
those things because I have never seen or used them, but I have heard references to those things and know that they are still used all 
the time.

We are somewhere between the wait-and-see phase and knowing that we wouldn’t move forward in other areas. One of the unique 
issues is that there are internal investments being made. Had the Jvion product been wildly successful, it would have been easier to 
add additional vectors. Our original plan was to add more vectors, but the project has run into hiccups, and we have invested so much 
time. We are trying to understand how much of an internal lift is required to operationalize a vector and prove the outcomes. There 
will be very little appetite for vectors in hospitals that are already distressed. I wouldn’t wish the work on hospitals without having a 
better handle on where Jvion is organizationally. We are building a lot of our own predictive models because we haven’t seen Jvion do 
some of the work. If we have something that we can build and operationalize internally, that might be a better fit for us.

Right now, we use the system strictly on the clinical side. Most of the financial benefit comes in afterward, when we see changes in 
utilization; we have a lot of data internally that allows us to look at changes in, for example, specialty care visits versus emergency 
department visits. The Jvion tool is mainly a clinical tool to help our providers.
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We are using the financial tool to target performance improvement, so we have a business case for financials as well.

The financial aspect of the product is about decreasing patients’ length of stay and increasing availability for other patients. There 
would be more throughput and an ROI for sure.

KenSci kensci.AI

We have used the platform’s applications to forecast revenue impacts due to COVID-19. We have also used the applications for 
ongoing budget and revenue forecasting.
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Operational use cases/projects for which AI solution was 
considered/purchased.
ClosedLoop.ai Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

We used AI to create workflows for the care management team. It helps prioritize who that team should reach out to or what type of 
interaction the team should have with the patient. The AI goes hand in hand with that.

The main value that comes from ClosedLoop.ai’s solution is I can actually get the business to use it, and I am still in the same boat 
with another system. Even if I get an awesome model, I still have no way of deploying it or getting it in the hands of frontline people 
who can actually use the model.

The ClosedLoop.ai solution is turnkey for us. We wanted a numeric score that ranks people using an AI algorithm and then gives us the 
most predictive social issue that we can work on to help the patients. We want to help the highest-risk patients and determine what 
makes those people high risk along with what element we can work on to help reduce the risk. ClosedLoop.ai will keep running the 
model cycle to see whether we have made an impact in mitigating and reducing people’s risks. The goal of the ClosedLoop.ai solution 
is to try to save money and reduce costs. AI is becoming extraordinarily affordable as a software and as a service. We are also being 
much more strategic with which patients we try to intervene with so that we aren’t trying to intervene so broadly. We could actually be 
more surgical in our approach, and that would make us a lot more efficient with a limited number of staff members. The thing that we 
are really buying from ClosedLoop.ai is the ability to discriminate by seeing what variable is the most predictive in the model to cause 
future costs expenditures that we can do something about.

DataRobot AI Platform

We recently launched a project. We are trying to take documents and upload them to our medical records under the correct location. 
The process is one that our staff has to do manually, and it is really nasty. DataRobot is helping us with the piece. It is nice that they 
are willing to do things for free to some extent. In terms of AI and robotic process automation, it is really nice that DataRobot has given 
us research.

Epic Cognitive Computing

We are working on predicting a census in our EDs. We have a capacity coordinator center, and one of the center’s asks was to help 
them predict for 24 hours what the ED census might be. We began working on that, and we hired a data scientist. Depending on the 
data scientists and how they join an organization, they may not have much in the way of healthcare experience. So very often, there 
is a lead time of a year or so while they are getting familiar with all the data sets and how they relate. There is a lot to take in. There is 
very often a process after getting the specifications where people go through and inquire the databases to get the raw data to work 
from. In some cases, the process is more straightforward than in other cases. But in the ED, the census was more straightforward. 
Now we are trying to predict admissions to define the medicine service. That has been a lot messier. People are admitted, and they go 
through various transitions and handoffs of service. People don’t always document properly the service that they are on, so that gets 
quite messy.

We are looking at better quality outcomes, whether they are around sepsis mortality, readmissions, or other key metrics. All metrics 
are important to us. From an operational standpoint, we can look at readmissions, but Epic is looking at putting in some AI pieces so 
that ordering is quicker and easier.

We use Cognitive Computing for bed utilization.

We have a no-show prediction model.

Health Catalyst healthcare.ai

[No customers shared comments]
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Jvion Machine

Some of the COVID-19 things have been across the enterprise. The readmissions piece is across the enterprise, even though the case 
managers use it more than anybody else. The system is also used by a lot of other departments, including the quality department. 
That department tracks risk. When patients come into the organization, they are stratified through an AI algorithm based on their 
risk for readmission. We take the high-risk people and put them through a different track with nursing care and post-admissions case 
management. The dashboard has links to interventions and gives a ranking of the value of the interventions for the patients. The 
system is fairly sophisticated and intuitive. When we look at the stats for readmissions, we can see that the system has made a big 
difference over the last couple of years. We are constantly looking at how we can tweak and modify it to be better.

Operationally, we are working on helping our readmission operations and working on the ability to reach out to patients to stratify 
readmission. There is a lot of data, and if we can collate the data and put it into an understandable form and give the data to the front 
people in an easy-to-use manner, then there is a lot of potential with the data. We believe in the AI potential, and Jvion happened to 
be a vendor that provided some of the things that we are looking into and helped with some of our struggles, such as our struggles 
with sepsis. At the time the contract was done, there weren’t too many vendors in the AI space, and Jvion seemed to be the best one.

We wanted to prevent avoidable admissions.

KenSci kensci.AI

Operationally, we use the system for staffing needs. For example, over the weekend there is a possibility that workflows may change. 
We are going to have more patients who are ready to be discharged over the weekend, so we need to have staff ready to help 
discharge the patients, and we need a few days of advanced planning for scheduling. With KenSci, we are monitoring and tracking 
variations in the way that care is being delivered and patient outcomes across units that are at different locations but have the same 
clinical scope. That monitoring can help as we improve our operations.  
  
We have done work in no-show predictions. We have also done some modeling around COVID-19 personal protective equipment 
using the vendor’s platform.
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Enterprise-wide use cases/projects for which AI solution was 
considered/purchased.
ClosedLoop.ai Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

We have already used the solution for finance and growth. We have sort of already been planning to use the vendor’s solution across 
the enterprise.

DataRobot AI Platform

We don’t plan on using the vendor for our needs across our enterprise, even though I would like to. The system could be a really 
powerful GUI, and I could easily evangelize the various analyst groups in a way that I wouldn’t be able to with another system. But I 
don’t see the vendor overcoming the problem with delivering deployments.

Epic Cognitive Computing

We support all users with the Epic product. We don’t turn the functionality on or off.

Health Catalyst healthcare.ai

[No customers shared comments]

Jvion Machine

Theoretically, a decreased length of stay would have an impact on enterprise-wide employment, particularly bed and staffing 
management. The product was implemented and directly integrated with our EMR for all providers, nurses, and care managers to use 
in real time.

KenSci kensci.AI

[No customers shared comments]
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Other use cases/projects for which AI solution was considered/purchased.
ClosedLoop.ai Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

[No customers shared comments]

DataRobot AI Platform

We are a health system and have multiple business lines. We have a whole marketing and operations team that wants to use AI but not 
necessarily in a way specific to healthcare.

Epic Cognitive Computing

We did statistical analysis for COVID-19 and a lot of model building. We built a polynomial in our regression model for a more basic 
concept. We used that SIRS model for a while; it was used everywhere. But the model was reflecting inflated numbers everywhere. 
The model basically reported that the sky was falling in our state. We dismantled the model. We used the good parts and left out the 
bad parts. We also added things like a social distancing parameter. Then our models were a lot more accurate. At the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the model basically kept our clinical and operational leadership sane because we didn’t see a spike like the state 
was saying we would.

We had a lot of good ideas, but COVID-19 derailed us a bit. We have computer vision capabilities in-house from the simplest form of 
facial recognition to the recognition of body movement and actions. We could use computer vision to say how likely patients were to 
fall. Instead of using sitters, we invested in a camera that cost $100. When patients are lying in bed, they are low risk. When they are 
sitting up, there is a little more risk. If they have legs over the rails, they are at high risk. When they are standing up, the risk is really 
high. We have those capabilities in-house. Our team is small, but our team members have skills in software development, statistical 
analysis, machine learning, and deep learning. My original concern was about finding local talent. We stole a couple of people from 
outside the city, but for the most part, we got local people, and finding them was a great experience.

Health Catalyst healthcare.ai

[No customers shared comments]

Jvion Machine

[No customers shared comments]

KenSci kensci.AI

[No customers shared comments]
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What are your perceptions of the strength of Amazon’s healthcare 
AI offerings?
If Amazon does AI right, they might do okay. They have a lot of potential. They just don’t have depth in the healthcare field yet. I am 
looking for depth. Healthcare AI is very different from regular AI. When vendors cross into the clinical realm, AI becomes a different ball 
game. There are competing methodologies when it comes to patient care, and that has to be handled very carefully. Amazon is lacking 
clinical depth. They may have some alpha and beta partners that they have done good things with, but I am not seeing any specifics in 
their marketing.

From a healthcare perspective, Amazon’s offering seems to be a little behind. That is why we went with another system. I have a hybrid 
cloud model that I use. I use Amazon Web Services for my digital assets. I use another system for my advanced analytics as well as 
some other things. Things are good with Amazon. They seem to be further along than some vendors.

Out of all the vendors in the AI space, I have the least familiarity with or visibility into what Amazon has done. I know that they are 
becoming very active, and they have some partnerships that they recently announced, but we don’t know much about Amazon.

Amazon is probably the strongest vendor of the bunch in AI. I still think they have some work to do to evolve their offerings. They are a 
newer vendor in healthcare, but they are leading the pack. Amazon’s cloud-based solution has a lot of integration and can hold a lot 
of data. Amazon can help customers build algorithms for decision-making models that will really help customers with their workflow. 
In my experience, Amazon’s AI technology has evolved the most, even in the healthcare space. All of my interactions have been with 
Amazon. I feel like they hold the market.

I have not seen anything from Amazon or any vendors other than IBM.

I think Amazon’s potential in AI is really high because that is part of the way their business functions. They are well known for that. 
Amazon has incredible platforms and development. Their ability to translate those into healthcare will be dependent on their ability 
to penetrate the EMR market, either as an add-on vendor or as a direct competitor of big EMR vendors. I have full confidence that 
Amazon could do incredible work with AI. I am on the fence about how Amazon will break into the market. If they could break in, they 
would be a force to be reckoned with. One thing we see is that if systems don’t get the data directly in front of the clinicians so that 
they are making decisions inside the EMR, the solution is worthless. We partner with other groups, and when their tools are outside of 
the normal clinical workflow, they are far less likely to be adopted.

Interacting with Amazon has been a positive experience for us. We have started to migrate some things to Amazon, although we 
haven’t had a lot of contact with them. Their structure is easy to understand and maintain. Depending on our usage, we will be billed 
at the end of the month, and that fits the way we want to operate. We don’t want to pay up front for a whole year; we want to have the 
flexibility. We have been known to be very innovative, and part of the issue we have with multiyear deals is that we don’t know whether 
the innovative things will work. We don’t want to engage in a three-year contract and then not use the technology. 

From a strength of technology perspective, Amazon has an immense amount of data. Their technology is very strong, but the problem 
is the integration with operations. There was no impact when it came to Amazon’s ability to integrate with the operations side and see 
a bottom-line impact for an organization like ours. We could quickly tell with a high degree of certainty whether a patient was going to 
be readmitted, but the vendor wasn’t there as a partner to help us integrate with the operations side to tell us what to do.  
  
Part of Amazon’s offering related to not only the predictive side but also the prescriptive side. The prescriptive side wasn’t at all 
helpful for us. We aren’t a consumer of Amazon, so I can’t say how well their solution works, but Amazon is cost prohibitive. We 
reached out and were going to work with them, but we felt like their cost was prohibitive. We also felt the strength of their HIPAA 
protections was low. Amazon didn’t give outright guarantees about how our patient protection wasn’t going to be used for other types 
of sales or services.

Amazon has so many flavors of their Amazon Web Services (AWS), and AWS controls the cloud space. I have actually worked with their 
healthcare tools before.
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I am not super knowledgeable, but my perception is that Amazon is just figuring things out. They don’t understand the nuances of the 
space yet. Amazon has a big package but doesn’t have the specific nuances of how to integrate with ACOs or top health organizations. 
Amazon is still learning.

We really didn’t even look at the vendor’s offerings when we chose ClosedLoop.ai. That wasn’t really an option. The options were 
doing things internally or working with ClosedLoop.ai to develop our AI solutions.

Amazon has technology offerings as opposed to deep healthcare expertise. They are strong in AI but weak in healthcare AI. Amazon 
does have HIPAA-compliant offerings that I think are really good, but I feel that it is up to us to create our own offerings. I haven’t 
come across a particular healthcare team from Amazon that offers use cases. There are some Amazon folks who say they are from the 
healthcare industry, but they are really technology people who just talk about HIPAA and the law. I am certainly open to Amazon’s AI 
tools. I would consider the power of those tools to be average, but I think the tools are emerging.

My perception of Amazon is just their name and reputation. I don’t know enough details or specifics. There is very little that I have read 
about them.

Commercial companies that are well positioned for AI are companies that have a history and have developed their products in other 
fields. But what those companies don’t have is a helpful, true knowledge of unmet needs. Those companies may know that we can 
use the tools to take care of patients, but they can’t tell us what happens to the information once we get it. Those companies are just 
software and algorithm companies, and that is okay. But they have a different set of strengths compared to Viz.ai. Viz.ai’s product was 
specifically designed for healthcare purposes. They are always asking about how their technology can help us take care of patients. 
But commercial companies are used to working in different spheres. They have no connections to the healthcare industry.

The appeal of working with an early-stage small company is that we have been there before. My sense is that there are going to be 
some really great off-the-shelf products from other companies. But ClosedLoop.ai’s subject matter expertise around healthcare data 
isn’t something that we can buy from Amazon. The data scientist aspect is sort of interesting to us. The bottom line is that we don’t 
know enough about other solutions.

It seems like there is a lot of vaporware out there.

I don’t know anything about Amazon’s healthcare enterprise.

Unfortunately, I am not familiar with Amazon at all. We have no experience with that company.

Amazon wants to get into AI, but they are kind of just beginning to get into it. I am not sure how well things are going to work. We don’t 
know whether Amazon will really develop their AI to the extent that we want it to be developed. We don’t know whether Amazon is 
spread too thin. They are trying to do everything and are all over the place.

Amazon’s branding is much better than that of other vendors. I actually don’t know much about the offering. We use some of the 
capabilities the vendor offers, and we are moving toward that direction. The offerings allow us to turn over new models and put them 
into production a lot more quickly. I haven’t seen that in production, but Amazon’s goals align better with what we are trying to do 
than the goals of other vendors.

We were previously on Amazon Web Services, and there was just so much complexity there. From a pricing perspective, another 
vendor was more affordable and agile.

I am not sure about the vendor’s healthcare offering. I can’t say that I did an extremely deep dive into the healthcare offering. I really 
didn’t think they were in a good position for us. For us, it was very attractive to have a duo of a strong platform and people to hold our 
hands. We weren’t interested in just a pure platform; that wasn’t the right fit for us.

We were looking at some of Amazon’s NLP solutions. But it didn’t seem like there was enough emphasis or support behind 
those solutions.
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Amazon does comprehend the medical need for NLP in EHRs, and that is a differentiator. But Amazon SageMaker is a relatively 
limited tool. It is fine, and we could use it, but it doesn’t provide the flexibility or creativity that we need. Data science isn’t about 
plugging in applications and getting a score; it is about understanding the business problems. Amazon SageMaker isn’t a very good 
exploratory tool.

We have not looked strongly at Amazon. We have used some of their tool sets, but we haven’t been using their product suite in the 
healthcare space. I haven’t found it to be compelling enough to adopt. We haven’t done a lot with Amazon. We are not interested 
right now.

Amazon has some AI. The industry perceives that Amazon has the best technology that works at the highest level. They do have 
phenomenal engineering and some healthcare focuses, but I am not as plugged into those things as others.

Unfortunately, I have no idea what Amazon could do for us because they don’t market their services toward AI in the 
neuroendovascular area. Amazon’s AI won’t do anything to improve our patient care.

Amazon may be focusing on other more mature ideas of what US healthcare may consume. I think Amazon is going to be more short 
term in their marketing or in their development. Amazon’s machine can help doctors when they are making a clinical decision, and it 
can help support the logic and memory for doctors as they make decisions in multiple areas of care. I think that is a huge immediate 
market. But there are tons of interactions where nurses, patients, and doctors interface. We are talking more about the social, 
nondoctor space where people live, breathe, eat, exercise, and expose themselves to elements that could affect their health. That is a 
totally different space. I don’t think the spaces are mutually exclusive, but I think some are more ready to spend money than others.

We haven’t done anything with Amazon, but they have a very strong reputation. We would lean toward engaging with them if there 
were an opportunity. They just have a reputation for doing things successfully, so our opinion is based more on reputation than actual 
knowledge of their tools. Amazon seems to be really innovative and adaptive. Adaptive is one thing that our institution is not. Having 
the ability to discover things requires having the ability to implement things and fail and reiterate those things. Our experience with 
Amazon is really limited, but they seem to be able to do things really well. Reputation is really important.

One of Amazon’s key strengths is integration with the rest of the cloud. The process of standing up an AI environment is super fast 
and simple, and things are easy to use. It is easy to keep the environment for a period of time and to drop it or integrate it with other 
data. If people are doing precision genomics, all their data is stored in the cloud, and that is a perfect place. People don’t move the 
data to where the AI is; they move the AI to where the data is. That is a really good example of being able to move a very small set of 
algorithms up to the cloud and operate on all of the data. Also, in terms of low-level algorithms, Amazon has a strength because they 
are overall less academic and more pragmatic. As a business, they tend to do a really good job of giving customers a value proposition 
for why Amazon has developed their product platform. They have a great environment and solid algorithms, and customers have 
access to the whole cloud.

Microsoft and Amazon are going to argue all day long about who has the better AI offerings, but for our purposes and what we use the 
AI for, there is little differentiation. 
 
AI is such a mixed bag. AI has been a buzzword; it has been picking up recently and will continue to do so. Most of the vendors are 
getting more realistic in their claims and a little more tempered in their approach and the promises they are making. I think they have 
gotten a bit better at managing their claims and actual solutions. Amazon’s capabilities are around enabling us to bring solutions to 
go live. Whereas Jvion has said they are going to use the platforms and give out some secret sauce in a particular vertical to accelerate 
our times of value, so it is hard to compare Jvion to Google, Microsoft, or Amazon. We are taking for granted that Microsoft, Amazon, 
and Google have been playing catch-up, although their AI solutions have incredible capabilities. I consider all the cloud players to 
have similar AI capabilities with little differentiation. When we consider who to partner with, we think about the ability to agree to the 
terms and conditions that we put forth and a partner that has a positive reputation.

Amazon doesn’t really act as a solution vendor for providers. We see Amazon using their solution only to augment their existing 
business for cloud and online sales. The healthcare AI offering is not Amazon’s primary focus.
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I don’t know anything about Amazon except for the fact that Viz.ai uses Amazon Web Services to accomplish things. So Viz.ai is 
partnered with Amazon.

I am not really familiar with any of Amazon’s offerings. I don’t think we ever did much research into them. The offerings were out of 
our price range. If I had to guess, I would say that the offerings are probably excellent because I know Amazon is financially backed. 
Amazon is supposed to be the best of the best. 

Amazon is good at predicting my buying choices, and that is all I know.

Amazon has AI now. They have offered up a whole new health space that they are working in, and I like that we can store things there 
and run our own tools against Amazon’s system. We are going to be using Tableau’s system, so with that, we will be able to run it 
against our EHR and our data. The partnership between Tableau and Amazon is diagnostic.
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What are your perceptions of the strength of Google’s healthcare 
AI offerings?
Google is interesting. They have been doing AI for a long time, but they have faltered a bit in the healthcare space. They have some 
proof points in the healthcare space, and they have shown a distinct interest.

Google is just not as far along with healthcare as other vendors.

I have read the most about Google. I have seen most of the presentations of their AI tools for funduscopic exams and pathology.

I think that Google is emerging and putting a lot more work into the healthcare space, but from a branding standpoint, other vendors 
are more visible.

I think Google is similar to another competitor. The difference is that Google develops so much open-source information that we use 
in data science. TenserFlow, graph databases, and neural networks are core things that allow data science to live, and those things 
come from Google. Google is already in the healthcare AI space in a massive way; they just aren’t making money from it. But if they 
integrated their AI with existing EMRs, they might start making money. Or the vendor might obtain a subset of the market through 
business intelligence. That would be easier for Google to get into than clinical software. I anticipate that Google will be successful, but 
they will have to create a partnership with other vendors rather than sell to us directly. We need to wait and see what Google’s strategy 
is. Knowing how to get into the market and influencing people is an obstacle at the moment. 
  
Google is trying to throw things at the wall to see what sticks. Their product doesn’t have the continuity that Microsoft’s product has. 
Google has a good track record of being able to build good technology, but based on the research I have done, Google has their own 
world, and we would have to do a lot of shifting to get into that world. Microsoft has a more modular approach. I don’t know what 
Google’s overall strategy is. I don’t feel that they have laid it out there in the same manner that Amazon and Microsoft have.

Google’s offering trails behind Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services. The number of developers working in the field shapes the 
job demand for those developers, and it also shapes the demand for people to do more and more.

Google has been focused on the product line, and they are getting a lot smarter about their offerings as well as what they make 
available in their offerings. Google is starting to distinguish themselves.

I am looking for a true partner who will help me be better, and I feel like Google wants to be a competitor. Google is trying to do the 
same thing that Apple did with their agreement for sharing personal health records. Google is positioning themselves to do what I do 
better or to push me out of business. I don’t view Google as a partner at all.

Google has an impressive crew; they rank right there with Amazon mostly because of reputation and known skills. But I don’t dredge 
into the entirety of Google’s AI stack.

A lot of organizations are exploring the possibilities of AI without having much developed right now.

I really don’t view Google as a healthcare enterprise. They probably have the ability to help with the cloud and to serve as an 
enterprise data warehouse. But I don’t really know the strength of their enterprises in terms of healthcare data and healthcare-specific 
subject matter expertise. I don’t know anything about their healthcare offerings and haven’t seen anything.

I love Google and am a big Google user. We don’t use any AI from Google at our institution, but I am interested in how Google will shift 
into the healthcare space. They are a big tech company, and they have good products, but I am unsure about the reliability of their 
healthcare information. I have no experience with it, so I can’t speak to it.

When it comes to AI, Google already has the means in the background. The whole point of Google from the beginning was to try to 
create algorithms based mostly on financial incentives and to get marketing out there. Google has a lot of sophistication when it 
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comes to predictive analytics. It is kind of amazing how Google knows what I am thinking before I do. Google has being doing that for a 
long time; that is what they do. Google isn’t trying to sell books and other things at the same time, at least not that I am aware of.

I have seen a few models from Google, but they are concept models, so I haven’t seen any practical use of them anywhere. To me, the 
models looked very interesting coming from a technology background. They sounded very attractive, but once we did a deep dive into 
them, they came with a lot of costs in terms of resources and maintenance. When these big companies do a model, they do it based 
on whatever is available. They partner with one hospital, and that model may or may not apply to our institution. The overall idea 
might work, but the implementation process is entirely different. The data set that we would feed into the model is entirely different, 
so there is a lot of complexity to it. That is one of the reasons why a machine learning model in healthcare is very difficult because it is 
not a solution where if a model works in one place it may not work at another place.

We have Google’s AI tool.

I haven’t interacted directly with Google, but they have some interesting things, and they have some FHIR-based pipelines. Their 
DICOM-based pipelines are pretty innovative. We haven’t used those, though.

Google’s IVR transcription software and other things have been powerful in the healthcare space. When we used Amazon’s software 
for transcriptions, very few people were happy with the results. Our CIO keeps saying that we should use Google’s software. I hear that 
Google is the best at transcriptions and call center things.

We are going to explore some things with Google later this year, but those things got delayed because of COVID-19. There is a 
perception of strength when it comes to Google because they have a lot of data.

Google is doing good things, but the market perception is that Google is using everything for their search engine and for advertising.

My legal and compliance people showed me a case that made the press, and to me, there was no way that what we were reading in 
the press was what was really going on. There is an agreement, and Google is doing consulting. The marketing of all Google’s enemies 
got in front of that situation.

There are some Google offerings in the AI space. We have participated in Google’s event around healthcare analytics and reporting 
capabilities for COVID-19 statistics and in the building of our own COVID-19 models. I am really happy with the ones we have built. We 
used our current vendor’s platform to leverage some of our data to build some really amazing predictive algorithms for our area of the 
country. We have leveraged Google’s COVID-19 data sets. Google breaks ground in introducing new applications. They are doing some 
really interesting work around image processing and machine learning and are finding healthcare applications for those things. Their 
work is very interesting, especially around generative adversarial networks. We think Google is taking an interesting approach. We 
have used their predictive models for sepsis.

For the most part, we have had difficulty leveraging Google’s approaches from an explainable perspective. Even though we like 
Google’s models and approaches and generative adversarial networks, we fall down when trying to explain what they are doing. 
Even though the prediction algorithms performed well, we had a hard time gaining adoption for our sepsis model because it lacked 
feature importance. We lacked the knowledge to explain the product’s value to our providers. Our explanation didn’t translate into 
a perception of a useful product. We didn’t get into the details about how we could stand up a new kind of intervention except to 
hire surveillance people. We think Google’s work is excellent. They have great training modules and do a lot to share their work in the 
healthcare space. The product works well but not in the last mile where we try to use it to change people’s trajectories.

Google is actually the best for AI, deep learning, and cognitive intelligence. They have Google Brain and DeepMind, but I don’t think 
their platforms are as strong as other platforms. I don’t think they have seen the market penetration with healthcare clients. The 
people who have dealt with Google were sued, so that changes my answer. Google’s traditional plan in the market is to get people’s 
data so that Google can be their analytics team and find smart things. But Google wants people’s data.

Google is like Amazon; they mostly are attractive by reputation. We haven’t done anything with Google’s AI piece, but our experience 
is that pretty much anyone in technology is okay with engaging with Google and Amazon. We have no real experience with Google, 
though; we haven’t engaged with them.
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One of our groups is working with Google AI. Obviously, with TensorFlow, Google is sort of legendary in terms of AI and knowing how 
that works. One of the strengths that Google has over Amazon or Microsoft is their deep scientific capabilities with emerging and 
developing the core algorithms.

Google has taken a few hits to their reputation with how they manage healthcare data. That is something we take into consideration. 
 
AI is such a mixed bag. AI has been a buzzword; it has been picking up recently and will continue to do so. Most of the vendors are 
getting more realistic in their claims and a little more tempered in their approach and the promises they are making. I think they have 
gotten a bit better at managing their claims and actual solutions. Amazon’s capabilities are around enabling us to bring solutions to 
go live. Whereas Jvion has said they are going to use the platforms and give out some secret sauce in a particular vertical to accelerate 
our times of value, so it is hard to compare Jvion to Google, Microsoft, or Amazon. We are taking for granted that Microsoft, Amazon, 
and Google have been playing catch-up, although their AI solutions have incredible capabilities. I consider all the cloud players to 
have similar AI capabilities with little differentiation. When we consider who to partner with, we think about the ability to agree to the 
terms and conditions that we put forth and a partner that has a positive reputation.

Google is further ahead in technology than other vendors, but everything is just perception right now. We want to know where the 
outcomes are. Google is a search-engine company, and that is where their revenue comes from. Google’s AI algorithms are good, but 
Google doesn’t come to the top of my mind for healthcare offerings.
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What are your perceptions of the strength of IBM’s healthcare AI offerings?
IBM has stumbled quite a bit in the AI area simply because of their size. They have failed in multiple arenas. Big companies hire big 
names, but the problem is that healthcare is about collaboration and communication. It isn’t a standard business model. Healthcare 
requires so much partnership with healthcare delivery networks. If vendors aren’t really engaged with those networks, things aren’t 
going to work. IBM’s foray into healthcare hit its peak 10 years ago. They have dismantled a lot of things.

I put IBM even further back in the pack. They have Watson, but Watson’s reputation in the market has not been positive. IBM probably 
has more, but they don’t really sell things out of the box. We talked to them, but the perception out there of IBM just steered us away 
from them. In terms of pricing, they were really off the mark.

I have done some limited reading about Watson, and I am not sure what they are offering. The technology seems interesting, but I 
haven’t really seen the direct applications in my realm of the medical field.

IBM is the most commercialized compared to other vendors. Nobody has a great offering yet.

IBM used to be extremely strong in healthcare AI. They were the leader in the market for machine learning. I am not sure that IBM has 
evolved their product the way they could have, or maybe Amazon has just taken over. The IBM system is actually still pretty advanced 
in machine learning.

We knew that we needed to do something for readmissions, so we started to look at potential solutions. IBM is probably the only one 
doing much of anything. I know that IBM was working on the social determinants of health, but they were not quite as far along as our 
chosen vendor. IBM’s predictions were pretty strong, but they were missing actionable insights. Users may know that a certain person 
is at high risk for readmission, but they don’t know what to do to help that person not be readmitted. I didn’t want to have to do 
everything known to man when a person may have only needed two or three things. I haven’t seen IBM’s intervention predictions in a 
while. Maybe things have improved, but when we did our initial look, IBM’s offering didn’t have actionable insights. 
  
From what I have seen, IBM is weaker than other AI vendors. We have seen demos of their product. There was an issue that was pretty 
public. IBM was doing cancer research and spent $60 million, and the product was cut from the platform because it couldn’t perform. 
That inertia might cause issues for IBM. The vendor does have more connections to healthcare. They have technical capabilities. I just 
haven’t seen the IBM AI product living up to the hype.

We almost partnered with IBM to work with them on a product as part of a group. We decided at the time that we were not going to 
move forward with that arrangement. Another organization in our group did, and they have spent millions of dollars and have been 
able to predict a couple dozen patients who were going to have a certain disease. So the juice was not worth the squeeze. There was 
an awful lot of work that went into that, and it was very much a black box. Other vendors are a little more open to telling us what is 
going on.  
  
IBM is not showing the value that they are touting. There are other vendors who are delivering but have a poor strategy, and there 
are others who are expensive and don’t guarantee protection. I don’t see where IBM is delivering on anything that they promise. Our 
partners across the industry are also customers of one of IBM’s products called Action Alliance. IBM may have changed the name when 
they bought it, but that is another product where I am not seeing the strategy. We are starting to see some degradation in some of 
the care groups that are in that product, but it is just a product that has lost its way. It had a lot of potential, but IBM is not nearly the 
leader they once were, and I just don’t see value at all. IBM prides themselves as if they are offering a Ferrari, and then we get a bicycle. 
That is how I feel about their price point versus what is actually being delivered.

IBM Watson was kicked out of MD Anderson’s project, so I have a pretty low opinion of IBM Watson. I have been around people who 
have worked in healthcare and have told me that IBM Watson had a lot of hype and not much delivery.

I don’t know anything about IBM. In my ecosystem, the vendors are Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and then all the boutiques or small 
companies with highly specialized plays. IBM doesn’t come into play in my space. They aren’t targeting us. It looks like their products 
are for us, but IBM is losing their edge a little.
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We were under a cyberattack from IBM to get the Watson software in our organization, and they succeeded and then sold part of the 
business to Vizient. IBM may have great technology, but I wouldn’t partner with them because of the challenges with Watson and the 
fact that they have sold parts of their business. I don’t view any of the big vendors as trusted partners in healthcare.

We used the Watson AI product years ago. We were actually quite impressed with what IBM did. The service the product performed 
was scrubbing our data to make sure the acceptance rate was very high when we sent things to the government and CMS. With IBM’s 
help, we had a 100% success rate. They used their machine learning and AI capabilities to some degree, but a lot of what happened 
was just doing basic formatting checks and making sure the data was clear. IBM was able to rank with certain records, so we were able 
to work things in order of value.

We had a short contract with IBM, and we would have renewed it, but we decided that the cost of the contract was just equal to what 
we got from it. We learned enough by using IBM for a short period of time and were able to employ our own strategy. If our volume 
were 10 times what it currently is, we would pull IBM back into the fold because they are much more efficient with large data sets than 
we are. 
  
I really don’t view IBM as a healthcare company. They have cloud capabilities and the ability to serve as an enterprise data warehouse. 
But I don’t know what they might have in terms of healthcare-specific expertise or experience with healthcare data. I am not informed 
about their healthcare offerings.

I have a high opinion of IBM’s product. I have been involved in projects with our HIE, so I know how to leverage the system to do things 
like health management on patients and use predictive models to better match up patients. My perception is that IBM has done some 
very advanced things. I have definitely seen their capabilities to help make predictive matches of patients using information about 
the patients. When matching patients, we have some that are automatically going to match without a problem. There are some that 
involve an issue that needs to be researched or are not a match. But there is a big gap in the middle where we can use predictive 
models to reasonably and accurately match patients. We have talked about what IBM’s product is doing in terms of leveraging 
genomic information to predict illnesses. I have been quite impressed with what IBM has done so far. I haven’t worked with them 
directly, but they seem to have done some very advanced AI work.

The information that IBM’s AI tool pulls for us comes from an evidence-based database, and the information it pulls for us in the 
pharmacy comes from the IBM Watson Health Micromedex platform. The AI tool isn’t searching random journal articles or case 
studies; the information the tool pulls is trusted and reliable, so we feel comfortable with the responses that we get back.

I have seen some of the results that IBM has come up with, and not everything is related to healthcare, but IBM is using AI to help with 
diagnoses and other things. Other companies may be doing that too, but that isn’t evident to me.

IBM is highly complex. They are very expensive, and the support is really bad.

IBM is a little bit behind some of the other cloud vendors. That is my impression. They have done a big push into healthcare, and they 
have fizzled out. They have made a lot of promises, but I don’t really see IBM becoming anything.

With IBM, we were doing some Watson things. Watson is one of the most confusing things on the planet because it went from 
technology to a brand. Technically speaking, IBM probably should get a high rating, but I would give them a low score due to the 
confusion and the fact that the technology doesn’t all work. We have pieces of it.

I am pretty negative about the value translation of the Watson system. I think we have leveraged it in some parts of our organization, 
but the predictions have just not been useful to us. The main area where we use the system is benchmarking. We aren’t using the 
platform heavily to build models. We are just leveraging the data sets.

IBM’s software doesn’t work. Their technology isn’t ready; their marketing outpaces the technology. The Watson tool was built for a lot 
of external demonstration things and hasn’t bridged into healthcare. IBM overly relies on professional services, which are incredibly 
expensive. They don’t do what they say they will do on time. We didn’t have a great experience with IBM. Their technology was very 
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clunky. They were still trying to use their SPSS modeler to deploy models in healthcare, and we had to stand up everything on print. 
My experience with IBM completely soured my view of the company. We have ripped out their technology and moved on.

The only thing that I have seen that would technically offer some sort of support around our needs would be IBM’s AI product. There 
are versions of it that can help diagnose difficult diseases. But from the standpoint of diagnosing a vessel occlusion or an aneurysm, 
the only tool that can do that today is Viz.ai.

When I was at another facility, we talked about the Watson platform all the time. That platform is really pushed and sold, but there 
doesn’t seem to be a lot of returned value. The platform is like a tool looking for a home as opposed to a tool designed for a specific 
purpose. I don’t see us engaging with IBM.

IBM’s system is really a question-answering system, which is not AI. But everything from IBM gets branded under the Watson name. 
The text-to-speech and the question-answering systems are great, and they solve some important problems and are nearby the AI 
space. But those things aren’t really AI. IBM is doing some good things around AI for radiology, but for general AI, I would rate them 
much lower than Microsoft, Amazon, or Google. I would give IBM a negative rating if I could. When vendors commercialize a product, 
go out to the market, work with a flagship company, and then get fired in a public way, those vendors don’t recover from that. IBM 
blew everybody’s confidence. They shot themselves in the foot on a very public project.

IBM’s AI isn’t bad, but IBM can’t execute on their solutions. I don’t know whether IBM’s AI can even help anyone. IBM has been doing 
the work for a long time with minimal outcomes. IBM isn’t pushing the business forward. Small and nimble companies are best 
positioned to succeed in AI.

I am a bit familiar with IBM, but I don’t think IBM thinks about pathology. Even though strokes occur in hundreds of thousands of 
Americans a year, I am not sure whether IBM is in the business of caring about something that affects less than 1 million patients a 
year. IBM is more interested in big data. I don’t think IBM is looking at the big-picture items or using the EMR to identify early trends in 
patients. IBM focuses on huge population-based analyses.

I like IBM Watson Health. They are scaling the system to be more cloud based, and that will be nice. In the past, the system required 
quite a bit of hardware to run, and we never had enough room in our data center for that, so it will be very interesting to see how the 
cloud-based integration plays out. We have only seen demos, and then I have read about things that IBM Watson Health did with 
another hospital. There is a big expense to the system. I don’t know how people can afford the system.
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What are your perceptions of the strength of Microsoft’s healthcare 
AI offerings?
Microsoft might do okay mainly because they have a cloud-based experience. They can take all the data and do what they need to do 
with it. But Microsoft hasn’t proven themselves yet. They are very much like Amazon. They have potential with the data warehouses, 
but we don’t know whether they have the focus and nimbleness to deliver AI.

Microsoft seems to be further along with healthcare than other vendors. They have more of a focus on healthcare than Amazon.

We have had some discussions with Microsoft about their offerings. There are a lot of ongoing discussions with Microsoft around how 
their other platform does, and Microsoft has been able to share a lot of what they have done. 
  
I don’t have much experience with Microsoft in healthcare AI. I don’t think Microsoft has advertised their offerings in healthcare AI very 
well. If the vendor has, I am not aware of those offerings, and I am pretty active in the community. 

We develop our AI in-house. We can do things using the Azure platform. We mostly use that and Python. We have also invested in 
people’s skill sets instead of shiny objects. We aren’t using the Azure product’s AI tools. We are using the product as a platform. Maybe 
I should mention that our EMR sits on the product. 

Our EMR vendor has partnered with Microsoft for an instance of Azure. That enables cloud computing through the EMR on a Microsoft 
platform. I would think that since our EMR vendor has a preference for Microsoft that they will leverage more functionality through the 
platform. But I am not sure who our EMR vendor’s competitor is partnering with.

The primary thing we are focused on is figuring out how to build enough strength to do niche items in our organization so that we 
don’t have to buy and build a solution. There are some big things that we don’t necessarily need to find. We are nowhere near the 
commodity state on anything, but there are certain things that everybody is doing. We are focusing our strengths on how we can use 
technology to empower our data professionals to do things internally. The Microsoft Azure platform has been very key to increasing 
our capacity to build models and do AI work internally as we continue to vet the high-value areas. Those areas are things that we can’t 
necessarily do because we don’t have enough data or predictive power. 
  
Nobody is perfect, but Microsoft has a strong, agile model. They work with us, and they have offerings that are very specific and an AI 
infrastructure that gives us the ability to do things ourselves in the Microsoft Azure world using the Microsoft Azure tools. The ability 
for self-service AI is coming along, although the industry still has a ways to go. But in terms of getting data in a cost-effective manner, 
integrating the Microsoft Azure platform into our overarching infrastructure has been very effective. I have been happy. 
  
Something that I see as a plus is that Microsoft offered us the ability to get a certificate of destruction for our data. That way, if we ever 
decide to part ways, we can be sure that they won’t just take our data and use it in an aggregate way. There is a big difference between 
Microsoft and Amazon. With Microsoft, we have protection for our patients’ data. Microsoft also doesn’t use our data in the way that 
other organizations do in terms of making money. Microsoft has a stronger data-protection guarantee, their price point is better, and 
they are more flexible. They are doing really well. 
  
I have been very happy. Microsoft offers customizability with their out-of-the-box AI and machine learning tools. Other vendors have 
packages that offer more of an infrastructure-as-a-service model. But we can use the Microsoft Azure platform in a way that we build. 
Microsoft seems to be building out a product that appeases a wide audience as opposed to approaching people as though they don’t 
have the ability to do the work.

Microsoft Azure comes right after Amazon Web Services when it comes to the perceived strength of the AI offering. We haven’t actually 
worked with the healthcare tools, though. 
  
We work with Microsoft on Azure, and we are in the innovation lab. Part of the reason the vendor put us in the innovator lab is to learn 
from us.
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Microsoft talks a great game, and they have great demos, but when we look at everything we have done with Microsoft, we have never 
gotten the sales results. Microsoft is an expensive buddy who promises the moon and delivers a dollar. They have tools, but whenever 
we need help, they refer us to a Gold-Certified Partner, but that partner sure as heck isn’t gold. My experience with Microsoft has not 
been good. We have banned Power BI from our organization, even though we are a Microsoft shop. We are also trying to eliminate all 
the cubes and anything Microsoft-centric. We never seem to get what we want. We have been burned several times, and the details 
haven’t quickly faded from our memories.

I might rate Microsoft a bit higher than other vendors because they have higher dealings in the security realm and a higher trust factor. 
I would not have said that eight years ago, but here I am.

One of the biggest issues with larger vendors is getting access to the data. The two rules around AI and machine learning are needing 
access to data and needing great training. I don’t see some larger vendors being able to meet those needs.

I really don’t view Microsoft as a healthcare enterprise. They probably have the ability to serve in the cloud capacity and to serve as 
an enterprise data warehouse. I don’t really know the strength of Microsoft’s enterprise in terms of what they have for subject matter 
experts and healthcare data. I don’t know anything about Microsoft’s healthcare offerings and haven’t seen anything.

I don’t know much about Microsoft’s AI offering, but we are a pretty heavy Microsoft institution. We use Office 365, and we are heavy 
SharePoint and Teams users, but I don’t have any information about AI from Microsoft. I am not sure whether our IT department has 
investigated Microsoft’s AI offering. To my knowledge, no one is using it.

Microsoft worries me because they always have something, but then there is nothing. Things just seem to fizzle out to me. I haven’t 
seen any real, specific offerings that I have wanted. I haven’t seen anything like that.

Microsoft was willing to work within some of the constraints of being a state organization. When we did the Databricks setup, Microsoft 
was able to help us, and they got a lot of engineers on the call. Microsoft went the extra mile to get their product set up.

I have been out of Microsoft for a while, so I am not an expert in their offerings. I do hear rumors that their machine learning workflows 
are more natively integrated into their equipment. Amazon just released Amazon SageMaker as part of Amazon Athena, but Microsoft 
has had the workflows all along. Those workflows could help people turn analyses into data analyses. That is what everybody wants 
to do.

We have not looked at moving to the Azure platform. We are still predominantly in-house. That is partly because the size of the pipe 
that gets the data to the Azure platform isn’t big enough, so we haven’t quite figured how we would get the data over. Every few 
months, we engage to see whether we could use the Azure platform from a purely analytics standpoint.  
  
Every time we talk to Microsoft, they show us third parties. They have pitched KenSci heavily, so there seems to be a partnered 
network. That may be a bad perception, so I don’t know how to rate Microsoft.

A lot of what Microsoft is doing with their healthcare platform in terms of integrating their Microsoft Teams environment has 
been really great. We have been able to work the adoption piece more effectively. Microsoft is making things really hard for other 
organizations. They have a really great team-based communication platform. Microsoft Teams also integrates with Office 365 
and the whole Azure suite. And Microsoft just released their healthcare platform. We are early adopters, and the platform helps us 
operationalize and do value extraction from any of our AI insights. We could do that for any of our analytics if we could just base the 
platform on social communication around healthcare improvement. The platform has been really helpful for us.

I have a theory that Microsoft is the best at being number two with everything and then drifting ahead. They positioned Power BI as a 
cheap facsimile of Tableau’s product, but then a few years later, Power BI passed Tableau’s product. That is Microsoft’s model. They 
are on the heels of the bigger companies. Amazon and Microsoft are far ahead of other vendors in terms of machine learning. Microsoft 
is pivoting into healthcare and the nuances associated with it.

I have heard of the Microsoft Azure platform, but I don’t really know enough about it.
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Microsoft is going to try to replicate what Amazon has done, and to a great extent, Microsoft has done what Amazon has done. I would 
put Google AI in that same boat. One of the benefits of Microsoft Azure is Microsoft is in the cloud.

Microsoft and Amazon are going to argue all day long about who has the better AI offerings, but for our purposes and what we use the 
AI for, there is little differentiation. 
 
AI is such a mixed bag. AI has been a buzzword; it has been picking up recently and will continue to do so. Most of the vendors are 
getting more realistic in their claims and a little more tempered in their approach and the promises they are making. I think they have 
gotten a bit better at managing their claims and actual solutions. Amazon’s capabilities are around enabling us to bring solutions to 
go live. Whereas Jvion has said they are going to use the platforms and give out some secret sauce in a particular vertical to accelerate 
our times of value, so it is hard to compare Jvion to Google, Microsoft, or Amazon. We are taking for granted that Microsoft, Amazon, 
and Google have been playing catch-up, although their AI solutions have incredible capabilities. I consider all the cloud players to 
have similar AI capabilities with little differentiation. When we consider who to partner with, we think about the ability to agree to the 
terms and conditions that we put forth and a partner that has a positive reputation.

Microsoft is offering solutions to the marketplace that are white labeled. Compared to other vendors, Microsoft has much more 
penetration in the healthcare market than Amazon, Google, and IBM do.

I don’t know much about Azure except that it is a cloud platform. We are looking at purchasing an Azure license for the AI models in 
Epic’s tool, but Epic doesn’t have a cloud platform natively built into their software. We have to pay a third-party licensing fee for that. 
Some of Epic’ models have a version that is not in the cloud and version that is. The cloud-based one is more accurate. It predicts no-
shows with more accuracy. But people have to buy the cloud to get that version. It is on the cloud because it uses more data. It combs 
through more data and analyzes it. The basic version doesn’t help out as much because the scores aren’t targeted. So we are looking 
at getting an Azure license and going live on the cloud version of the model. If people want to go live on the cloud version of the Epic 
model, they have to buy the Azure license.

I assumed that Microsoft was the market leader because Epic chose their tool for the cloud. I know Microsoft products and trust them. 
But I don’t know about the cloud version specifically or the AI functionality.

I don’t have any direct experience with Microsoft. We haven’t worked on any specific project. What we know is word of mouth. We 
interface with Microsoft and another vendor on a number of projects not related to AI. There was some cross talk there. We also heard 
about the vendors from other organizations that had worked with them. The COVID-19 situation put us in a position to do additional 
work with Microsoft to build a platform that allowed us to integrate daily data. Most hospitals here are using that platform and sharing 
data. I saw them operate in that fashion, although the project wasn’t directly related to AI. There were AI features that other services or 
organizations used. We were exposed to that as part of our collaborative work here.

We work with Microsoft, and we have MSDN licenses. The tool we use to develop software uses Azure to store all of our work, so we 
have been using Azure for years. It works well. In our space, we are fairly agnostic as far as tools go. We access our data and do our 
data visualization, so Azure is pretty handy. We also use Power BI, which is a Microsoft product.

We haven’t used any of the Azure offerings, so I can’t really give a good opinion of how well the system works. We have been using 
another vendor’s models in the past. We also are using a tool for natural language processing. We have built some of our own models 
and other things. I am sure the vendor’s models are good and that we will pick one eventually, but I don’t know which way we are 
going to go.
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How did your organization make the buying decision for this AI tool? (What 
problem[s] were you trying to solve, what was the decision process like, and 
who was involved?)
ClosedLoop.ai Healthcare’s Data Science Platform

ClosedLoop.ai has one hell of a salesperson. The vendor was chosen by my bosses because of the vendor’s promise of healthcare 
depth. They promised us access to the Medicare sample, but I don’t think that ever materialized. We started sending them our data. 
We signed a contract. We wanted to do patient risk stratification. We integrated our readmission tool into the workflow for our 
transitional nurses who are in contact with patients in the hospital right now. We were able to pilot things using the cost and the 
admissions model, and we did a new, forward-looking patient stratification pilot. That succeeded and was going to be deployed. 
  
We decided to go with ClosedLoop.ai. The greatest contribution ClosedLoop.ai made was they actually defined a factor store. They 
told us about the good input factors, and they helped a lot with interpreting the models because that is the holy grail of healthcare. 
Essentially, we want to explain to a doctor why the model thinks that a patient is going to be admitted to the hospital in the next 
month. We have more data. We take patients at risk, so we have EMR data and data from our payers that have sent us individual 
claims. We have prescription fills for a bunch of payers. As a result, the ClosedLoop.ai team was able to build a factor store. That 
actually helped us in jumping ahead. We could bucket things, so one of the factors was the average prescription costs. All the factors 
were from only a year ago, and with the modeling decisions, there is no right or wrong answer. But ClosedLoop.ai may have done 
something under the hood to figure things out.

We are in an early stage, and we aren’t a big company, so the decision would be our CEO’s prerogative. If we were making the decision 
today, we would have included our VP of data and our clinical integration specialist. We would have a broader decision-making 
group today. 

The vendor was a new start-up. They were looking for someone to work with, and we were looking for someone we could work with 
and mold to our own needs. So we decided to do a test pilot with the vendor, and we said that if they could prove that they could do 
a better job than what we were doing, we would sign a contract. The vendor compared our existing risk stratification model to their 
AI-based one and looked at different segments, and their solution outperformed what we were doing. We have been working with the 
vendor ever since. We met the vendor’s folks at HIMSS and kicked things off. The decision was either between using them or trying to 
develop expertise in-house. That was the extent of our decision-making process.

Our CFO signed off on the investment. There was some motivation around the fact that we have to be doing something around 
machine learning if we are a technology-enabled self-care start-up.

We had to get buy-in from our data folks for the solution. They had to see the value of working with the platform to extend our abilities. 
That was one of the key factors. After we went through the initial trial run, I sat down with our main data analyst and asked what that 
person thought, and that person was very excited. Our analysts said they would be able to produce great insights and operationalize 
them quickly with the system. They were excited about getting the education piece as well. People were definitely invested in 
spending time on the product to see what value it held.

The organization had a ton of models they wanted to build, so rather than use Python and R and hire a data scientist, we bought a 
couple of tools that could supplement the work and speed up the process.

ClosedLoop.ai was obviously entrepreneurial. They did a great job from beginning to end in our relationship management, so I am 
sold on their relationship management. They also had clear healthcare intelligence. They were savvy, knew the lingo, and weren’t 
like an IT group, which may or may not know healthcare language. ClosedLoop.ai wasn’t trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. 
They understood that we had a unique interest and a unique situation. They were totally okay with adapting. They had some things 
that they could pull off the shelf, but they weren’t going to throw in a wrench by wanting to do something different. ClosedLoop.ai’s 
healthcare expertise was a big deal to us. They knew the problems. It didn’t take a lot of effort to translate things, and they adapted 
their approach to create a predictive model for our unique interest in the data streams. 
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ClosedLoop.ai can integrate their system with some tools that we use. Basically, data feeds have to go back and forth from us to 
another health system. That health system feeds the data into ClosedLoop.ai’s system, and then ClosedLoop.ai integrates that data 
into our algorithm. That process is pretty cool. So we can see by name how many of our patients have social determinant variables 
that predict high cost or high utilization in the hospital or ER. We want to know whether mitigating those variables changes the risk 
scores. We want to mitigate utilization by social determinants of health interventions. That is our magic sauce. We already had a lot of 
integration before, so ClosedLoop.ai is not critical to integration. 
  
ClosedLoop.ai had some experience with nonhospital systems, and that gave them a little advantage. The data for risk stratification 
for our patients is a blunt instrument. It doesn’t give us enough specificity around patients who have opportunities that fit our 
interventions, and that is where AI and machine learning can give us more. AI can actually identify patients that best fit our 
intervention for mitigating risk because we can tailor our analysis to what we actually can do. ClosedLoop.ai’s system ranks things 
from highest to lowest so that we can get to the high-frequency people and rule out people that we only think are high risk. That ability 
is what I am after and what I like about ClosedLoop.ai.

We did some research on predicted modeling of SDOH and their influence on predicting outcomes for Medicaid patients. We knew 
that ClosedLoop.ai was being used at a company we were familiar with, and the outcomes that the company was getting were so 
positive that we thought we would try to replicate their success. We engage ClosedLoop.ai so that they provide data analytics for us 
and to predict which SDOH and interventions would best reduce adverse events for our patient population where hospitalization or 
the ER is required. We wanted to see whether we could be more predictive of which patients we could work with to help avoid the ER 
or inpatient admissions. We looked at another vendor locally that had been doing some work in that space, but we didn’t think they 
were as sophisticated or as advanced as ClosedLoop.ai. They didn’t have the experience. We thought that ClosedLoop.ai’s experience 
would fit our model best. 

DataRobot AI Platform

The difficulty with building a model is that we may not know what format we need to use to get the computer to understand the 
model. If I have a roster of patients and all their diagnosis codes, I will get a patient record for every diagnosis code. But if I have a 
list of 100 patients, 25 patients may be duplicates because they have more than one diagnosis code. We usually have to clean up the 
duplicates before we can even begin to learn from the data; otherwise, we would get weird, inaccurate results. But DataRobot 
handles all of the duplicates. It detects the duplicate patients and automatically starts designing the data in a way that a computer 
can learn from.

Our CIO and CTO were the drivers, and our VP of engineering and VP of IT got involved. Amazon Web Services was just not meeting our 
needs and was expensive.

Our organization had a ton of models that we wanted to build, and rather than just hiring a data scientist and using Python and R, we 
bought a couple of tools to supplement the work and speed up the process.

Epic Cognitive Computing

I don’t know the history of choosing Epic’s product. Our chief quality officer was a big player in the discussion. We had a strategic 
priority of moving our safety scores up, and sepsis was a big priority for our organization. That drove the organization’s need to solve 
problems and use tools. The tool was natively built by Epic, and we had access to it with minimal lift, so that is probably why we 
chose it. 
  
We have a structure for advanced analytics. We go into executive meetings and prioritize the work. We have prioritized some things 
and gotten rid of other things. We have built our own sepsis model, readmission model, and falls model. We have partnered with the 
IT team to implement those models into the Epic system. We don’t have direct access to the build to do that, so we buddy up. We 
have gone with new models we have seen at Epic conferences. The framework seems nice. We have defined use cases that could 
create benefits. We have a budget and a connection with executives. The process isn’t terribly formal; it isn’t any more formal than our 
normal process. We just see the opportunities and benefits, make recommendations, and get approval.
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We followed our Epic-first approach. Other vendors weren’t doing a lot and had one use case at most. Smaller competitors in the 
market would have required us to buy their platform, and that wasn’t an investment we were going to make early in the game. Epic 
came to us with six or seven offerings around predictive models and some other tools. The choice was pretty simple.

We chose Epic’s product because we were already on an Epic product. Our CEO felt strongly that in order to eliminate waste, be as 
productive as possible, and deliver the highest quality healthcare possible, we needed an integrated system. All of our hospitals and 
clinics needed to be integrated. The only vendor that offered an integrated platform was Epic. We used to be on disparate systems. We 
looked at all of the different offerings and determined that Epic’s system was the way to go. We converted everything. We kept some 
reporting platforms because they were so good, and they ended up integrating well with Epic’s product. It was really impossible to use 
Epic’s other product efficiently without using the Cogito platform. All of the data that comes out of the system comes out through the 
Cogito platform, so we had to use it. It has worked pretty well for us. Epic gives stars based on efficiency and how well we are using the 
system. We really have leveraged it efficiently. 
  
The decision-maker was primarily our CEO. The decision was made in part knowing that we wanted to bring in Epic. Our CEO wrote 
the initial search for the system and was looking for any reason to not go with Epic. We got a new CIO who was part of the decision. 
The CEO and CIO fully bought into and supported the system. We had to figure out how we were going to afford it. Many people 
bring in consultants to implement the system, but we went a different way; we hired all the existing employees and got support for 
the legacy systems with contractors. We only hired people to support the legacy system. The people that we brought on board were 
already employees here, so they already had knowledge, and that made for a fairly smooth transition. 
  
Our CEO was the driver to go with Epic, and our CIO pushed for the Cogito platform. I managed business intelligence and data 
analytics, and the CIO asked me what I recommended. The decision was made on different levels. The impetus came from the CEO; 
the executives look at the big strategic perspective, and then individuals like me were involved to look at the specifics.

Epic’s software is part of our core technology, and we try to maximize our investment by continually using the tools. Epic’s AI tool set 
is the easiest way to have fully integrated AI capabilities within the Epic clinical workflows. There isn’t really an alternative that doesn’t 
require some kind of complicated integration or additional steps.

Next planning year, I will work with the CIO to look at how we as a health system can start thinking about more advanced analytics at a 
strategic level versus a tactical level. The problem with the tactical level is that the decisions can come from anywhere. So I have been 
playing Whac-A-Mole and sort of marketing and selling internally to get value. We are more of a buy shop. I don’t think we should be 
building, but to some degree, we should have the architecture to let things start building upon each other. That is what we want to use 
a data scientist for.  
  
Choosing Epic was a convenience factor. They aren’t competing with anybody to have the ability to score models. That ability is just a 
feature and component of the market; it isn’t the solution. I just have to have real-time model scoring, and it is cheaper to pay Epic to 
build the integration.

We started our journey a few years back. Our hospital wanted some kind of predictive model for identifying patients at risk for sepsis. 
That was due in part to some miscommunication, primarily by people not asking the right person. We were looking at buying a third-
party program. We were in a one-year trial, and the hospitals were frustrated because when they got an alert from the third-party 
organization, it was always a day late and a dollar short. It was not identifying people in a timely fashion. It was identifying the wrong 
patients. We had gone to the user group meeting, and we learned that we already owned Epic’s model for early detection of sepsis. 
Our CEO and I were sitting together, and neither of us had known that. The CEO told me to turn on the Epic model. We got it turned on 
and very quickly figured out that it was incredibly more accurate than the one we were thinking about buying, so we jumped ship on 
that contract.  
  
By using an internal Epic program and the reports, we aren’t having to try to figure out how to incorporate data back into our system. 
I can build best practice advisories off of a predictive model, and then I can run a report in Slicer Dicer. If I were using a third-party 
model, I couldn’t do that. By using Epic tools, it allows us to do things faster. That has been really helpful, and we like that.
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Health Catalyst healthcare.ai

It was a corporate decision to go with Health Catalyst. As a department, we submitted proposals to our corporate executive team 
sponsoring initial pilots. I wasn’t involved in the initial decision on what vendors and enterprise data warehouses were actually 
entertained and how we made the decision on Health Catalyst. I don’t know why we picked Health Catalyst other than them being 
a large company that had experience in the space and in the data streams that we actively had. It took some time to get to the 
multiparty agreement.

The other people within our organization that wanted to get things moving were my director of enterprise information management 
and our data scientist, who is very deeply involved. 

The biggest reason we chose healthcare.ai was that we have a data warehouse operated by Health Catalyst. We have other data marts 
in our data lake, but all of our EMR data and clinical data is in the Health Catalyst platform. When we were reviewing this data science 
program, we thought that there was no point in reinventing the wheel when we had the expertise available in Health Catalyst. They 
were building a model that feeds the data from the standard Health Catalyst data structures. It was very simple to take something 
that Health Catalyst built and adapt to it rather than going for some other model and then trying to figure out which data we have to 
feed into the model. There was no point in reinventing the whole wheel when Health Catalyst already had things developed in their 
environment and deployed for multiple different clients. We already had a model that was trained and ready for us to implement. It 
was an easy solution for us.  
  
If we were an organization with a different data warehouse provider that was home built, then I probably wouldn’t have gone through 
Health Catalyst. I would have done something from scratch or went for another vendor with a little more experience in that area. For 
us, this was a simple solution, and it was not complicated to know what Health Catalyst wanted to do.

Jvion Machine

We had a problem with readmissions, so we started to look at what the potential solutions were. Jvion and IBM are probably the only 
ones doing much out there. For us, Jvion was right there and was very helpful with setting us up and getting us up and running. Jvion 
was clearly an organization that allowed us to have some input in the development of the product. Along with their collaborative 
nature, there was an ROI. There was certainly some urgency to address the situation, and that is why we chose to move forward with 
Jvion after we discussed things with our senior team and CEO. 
  
One thing we looked at was what our current penalty was from CMS for exceeding their expectations for readmissions. We figured out 
how many readmissions we would have to prevent per month to break even. The number was actually quite small, but we weren’t 
going to get there with our traditional approach. We felt that if the Jvion system could help us incrementally improve in a way that we 
hadn’t been able to with previous strategies, the system would likely pay for itself quickly. 
  
Social determinants of health are probably one of the key pieces. In fact, when we started talking about the Jvion product, the 
whole issue around social determinants of health was newly being discussed. In the past, people always looked at the clinical 
reasons for people being readmitted. All of us in medicine intuitively knew that social determinants of health were probably playing 
a role in readmissions, but Jvion was one of the first companies to really start using science and predictive software around social 
determinants of health. Social determinants of health are an important thing that we weren’t paying attention to in the past. 
  
Jvion was offering something no one else was. There are a lot of companies telling us that they can predict things, but Jvion was 
telling us what to do. So if patient A is at high risk for readmission and patient B is at high risk for readmission, that doesn’t mean that 
those patients are going to have the same reasons for being at high risk for readmission. Patient A may be at high risk because that 
person has comorbidities and clinical challenges, and patient B may not have the same clinical challenges, but that person is from a 
low-income area and has a lot of socioeconomic problems. So we need to manage patient A’s health better, and we need to figure out 
how to support patient B from a socioeconomic perspective. The fact that Jvion was able to get socioeconomic data and pull credit 
reports was very appealing because that is data we don’t have access to. Based on mathematics, Jvion could tell us how to avoid an 
outcome in different circumstances when the risk is the same. That was the primary driver behind partnering with them. 
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With Jvion, we were asking our pharmacists to do a complete pharmaceutical review of patients whenever a risk factor came up, and 
we weren’t seeing any changes. All of a sudden, we had three or four more hours of work for a pharmacist per patient, and it wasn’t 
targeted enough. If Jvion could refine the outcomes and figure out a way to better intertwine the system, that would be beneficial. 
Jvion’s software is built into the EHR; there isn’t another portal that we have to go into. That was another major selling point for us. 
None of the other AI companies were offering that. Jvion didn’t have the type of experience with our EMR that they said they did. We 
ended up having to figure out a lot on our own. So we never got traction with the clinicians. They are ultimately the ones who are 
going to use the technology. It doesn’t matter how good Jvion’s prediction was; it wasn’t specific enough, and they didn’t help us 
integrate it into the operations well enough to really make a difference. Our readmission actually got worse.

We were approached by our ACO, and they wanted us to look at implementing a solution to help reduce our readmission rates. That 
was ultimately why we selected Jvion. We still haven’t actually turned on the readmissions vector yet.

Jvion’s cutting-edge and innovative characteristics were huge factors that came into play when we chose Jvion. Also, Jvion’s promise 
of an ROI was a very appealing one. Some of the initial sales pitches that they gave were about the direct ROI. We know that we have 
opportunities within certain segments of the population, like our CHF population, that will help improve outcomes and lower costs. 
Jvion is one of the prominent companies out there. As a health system, we are constantly evaluating vendors that bring new solutions 
that can help differentiate us from other health systems and help accelerate our innovation and delivery of care in different ways. 
We want solutions that can optimize some of our value-based performance indicators. Jvion stood out because of prior experience 
that other leaders at our health system had had with Jvion. Those leaders made a very strong sales pitch, particularly to some of the 
C-suite executives. Concurrently, so many health systems that are our size have been picking up Jvion and other large and emerging AI 
companies. Jvion has a very high level of visibility.

Several people were involved in the buying decision. We thought the system might work for us, but we were wondering whether it 
was worth the dollars we would spend for the potential return. The other thing that was really important was that the vendor wasn’t 
a really big company, so we could talk to the people and not just the salespeople. There are always sales, but we can really talk to 
the vendor’s people when we have a concern. We can just call them. I don’t think that we could do that with a company like Amazon 
or Google. With those vendors, we would have a salesperson between us and the vendor. We would have somebody to contact, but 
then that person would have to contact somebody else who would have to contact somebody else. So we felt like we wanted to see 
whether Jvion Machine would work, and we wanted to have an idea of whether the system was something we wanted to pursue 
further. We didn’t look at anything else. 
  
Within a couple of sessions, we were able to determine that there were a few areas that we would like to look at and that the vendor 
might be able to help us with. Things came down to dollars and cents, but those weren’t our dollars and cents; things came down to 
how much the vendor wanted to do the work. They were very reasonable with negotiations so that we could do something that we 
thought would be valuable to all of us. Our decision was based on a combination of our familiarity with the system and the vendor’s 
reasonableness with negotiations of the price and with helping us with things that we weren’t so sure about ourselves. The vendor 
helped us talk through how to create things and helped us think through things.  
  
Jvion was very amenable to working with us on potential solutions to problems as we perceived them. For instance, we knew 
that there was a huge expense in being self-insured in terms of our healthcare for our employees and dependents. Our question 
was whether we could leverage the vendor’s clinical platform to identify people on our healthcare plan who might be at risk for 
unexpected events that would be very expensive for us financially but also very expensive for those people in terms of their lives. 
The platform looked at clinical outcomes all the time, but to mold the system to our relatively small patient population based on 
patient insurance was the key. We wanted to know whether the system could do that and whether Jvion would agree that if our true 
costs of self-insured finances went down, that would be a benefit to us and also an incentive for Jvion to come up with solutions more 
quickly. We were looking for things that we could identify that would affect our workforce positively and save us money. That was the 
key for us. 
  
The point of getting the Jvion system was to put models on top of products and not have to do a significant amount of custom 
building on our own. We wanted to have a certain amount of models that were already out in the world ready to go for a small price. 
I don’t know why we would build our own models; that would be much harder. The models are part of everything, such as finances, 
operations, and other things.  
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We started looking deliberately at artificial intelligence and machine learning to drive some of our care management functions. We 
were coming from an integrated care delivery network, and someone recommended Jvion to our CIO. After vetting the informatics, 
we ended up connecting with Jvion. Jvion is a big organization, so there were many steps involved in going from initial conversations 
to presentations. I was the only one who showed interested in doing anything with Jvion. They ended up blowing their pitch; it was 
terrible. People didn’t understand what the product was, and they couldn’t see how it was going to help us. I talked to the people at 
my organization and said that Jvion blew their pitch. The vendor was able to try again, and they succeeded. We talked to other places 
where the technology was deployed and heard what they had to say about the product. The thing that helped us close the deal was 
that the vendor said they would broadly serve clinical decision support. That was a market differentiator for us. We thought that would 
be helpful in terms of directing our teams in addition to just surfacing patients who are likely to have issues.

The buying decision was made at a system level outside of our organization. The system was brought in through our chief medical 
officer from the quality department, but the decision was made at a higher tier outside of our specific organization. We were one of 
our health system’s trial sites for the system. It wasn’t brought in through our innovation department; it was through our health system 
department and not our organizational department.

We needed an AI tool. Jvion came out ahead in terms of their collection process, but I know that the decision was made before I 
started here, so I don’t know the details about the decision.

At some point in the past few years, our facility’s leadership became interested in Jvion after hearing about them from a peer. Our 
people chatted with Jvion at a conference and became really intrigued with what Jvion was doing and the number of vectors that 
Jvion had. Within the last few years, our hospital has been significantly focused on cost, length of stay, and patient flow. Our regional 
CMO was really interested in getting into the AI space. The hospital system is very interested in doing things to improve the length of 
stay, so we chose to go with Jvion’s length-of-stay vector. We had a period where we implemented and assessed things, and if the 
outcomes were positive, we would continue forward for the remainder of the contract. 
  
Our CMO has been engaged in various tools that would help us improve our performance in a number of areas. That person was 
really interested in a tool for sepsis, and there was another tool called the Rothman Index. There was also a company that we looked 
at called Qventus that does AI work around the patient flow. We looked for innovations that would help us do our jobs better, but 
we didn’t do a significant assessment of the different AI vendors. In hindsight, I probably would have recommended an assessment; 
I think it is good to see what is out there. There probably aren’t a lot of vendors that have a lot of experience in AI because AI and 
machine learning are on the leading edge. Jvion seems to have as much experience as any company in the AI space. I had actually 
seen a Jvion vector at another facility, so I engaged with my peers at that other facility to see how things were working with Jvion. They 
seemed to have a positive experience, so we engaged with Jvion. 
  
I would say that our regional CMO was the driver in wanting to make the transition and wanting to enter the AI space. Once that person 
made the choice to enter the space, that person was pretty collaborative. I was also involved in the decision-making, but we didn’t 
do an RFP or anything like that. It probably would have been better for us to do a year-long assessment so that we could have gotten 
a feel for our needs; we will do an assessment in the future. But based on reports, including KLAS’ report, Jvion ranked fairly high in 
terms of experience and performance outcomes, and that is ultimately why we went with them.

The decision to buy the AI tool was made at the executive level. The main considerations are always staffing and the ability to do 
more with less. The technology is always supposed to help us work smarter and not harder so that we can leverage technology to 
make sure that the right patients are getting what they need in a timely manner. At the time, we felt that the AI tool was going to be the 
best option.

Our organization bought the tool a bit before my time. They were presented with various data suggesting that our organization had 
the opportunity to decrease patients’ length of stay. The decision-makers compared the data to that of other data and looked at the 
potential financial and clinical impacts. That led us on a search for vendors to assist us. We looked at care variation first. We looked at 
standardizing things to help at the provider bedside. We entertained thoughts from a number of vendors, and the predictive analytics 
that Jvion offered seemed to resonate most with us and our concerns. So we decided to go that route. 
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We have really engaged medical staff members. They desire the best for our patients. Every hospital has that mission. We have 
multiple accolades to show for that. We don’t strive for that, per se; it is just that the nature of what we do leads to that. We knew 
that if we wanted to improve even further with an engaged staff, we needed to have something telling us ahead of time where our 
opportunities were. The Jvion product seemed to have the potential to give us the best sense of those opportunities. That is what 
really sold us. The decision to select the Jvion product started from the top.  

KenSci kensci.AI

The head of our healthcare informatics, also known as our chief data officer, and I made the decision and led the effort. We had key 
business-user executives with departments that used analytics heavily. We had them involved in the selection and did an RFP. We 
scanned the market, narrowed our choices down with an RFP process, and brought vendors in. We have a steering committee that did 
the selection. 

We looked to see whether we had a specific problem to solve. We looked around to see whether there were vendors that were 
developing solutions specifically for the nature of that problem and compare the solutions to our internal capability of building 
solutions. Our internal capability is not just a matter of building the model initially but continuing to refine the model and improve the 
service of that model. In some cases, building solutions internally makes more sense for us. In some cases, leveraging the expertise of 
companies like KenSci makes more sense. 
  
We are a healthcare company, not a technology company. We have very deep and broad technical capabilities, but the way we 
deploy our technology depends on the security and maintenance of our immense technology infrastructure. We need to find the 
most effective balance of utilizing our internal resources without putting at risk the core functionality that we need. Working with 
companies like KenSci makes sense for us because they already have expertise in certain spaces that we are interested in. Our goal is 
to determine not only whether the analytics from KenSci provide insights that we ordinarily wouldn’t get but also how those insights 
and predictions improve clinical outcomes. We need to test things before we decide whether using KenSci’s help is truly meaningful 
for our members.

We are implementing a couple of KenSci solutions. We looked at both KenSci and another vendor at the same time, and we have been 
implementing things from both vendors. We purchased KenSci’s patient flow module, which is very focused on alleviating bottlenecks 
in the acute facilities. We can look at how patients move from observation status to actually being admitted to the hospital, the 
patient’s likely discharge disposition, case management workloads, and nursing workloads. The system is almost more operationally 
focused than clinically focused, but it allows us to provide care delivery and casts a wide net for populations.


